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SUNHARY 
Direct burial of underground electrical cables is 
becoming more and more prominent in the scheme of electrical 
power transmission and distribution* Such systems represent 
a large financial investment and in order to fully exploit 
their current-carrying capacities without threat of thermal 
failure* accurate predictions of the thermal behavior of the 
systems are essential* 
The purposes of this study are to (1) determine the 
soil characteristics and cable system parameters which have 
the most significant influence on the heat transfer and 
moisture movement in the soil, and (2) attempt to define 
limits for those parameters in order to insure a thermally 
stable operation* 
The cable-soil system has been modeled by a 
cylindrical heat source embedded in an infinite homogeneojs 
medium* The thermal and hydraulic properties of two soils, 
Plainfield sand and "Georgia red clay" (a sandy silt), were 
used In this study* The two coupled, second-order oarti3l 
differential equations which describe the heat transfer and 
moisture movement in the soil mere first simplified through 
an order of magnitude analysis and subsequently further 
simplified through examination of the influence of the 
remaining coefficients in numerical! simulations* 
ix 
The equations were solved numerically using an 
implicit finite difference sell erne. Surface heat transfer 
rates and initial soil conditions were varied. Analytical 
predictions were checKed with experimental resjlts whenever 
possible* 
The model predicts a two-stage process of drying in 
the vicinity of the heat source. During the first stage the 
rate of moisture movement away from the heat source 
decreases until a critical moisture content is reached. 
Thereafter* the rate of moisture movement increases until 
complete drying of the soJLI adjacent to the heat source 
occurs* The value of the moisture content* X„ •+• at which 
en t 
the drying enters stage two is essentially independent of 
the surface heat transfer rate* and is a function of the 
initial moisture content of the soil for a given porosity* 
The magnitude of Xcr-j{. decreases as the initial moistjre 
content decreases* 
There appears also to be a critical maximum value of 
the surface heat transfer rate below which significait 
drying of the soil will I be considerably delayed* 
For a soil of fixed porosity* the surface heat 
transfer rate and the initial noisture content are the most 
significant parameters affecting the moisture movement* 
Given a complete set of thermal and hydraulic properties the 
model can predict reasonaoly well the time 3t which 
significant drying will conitence as well as the time at 
X 
Mhich complete drying of the soil adjacent to the surface of 
the source Mill occur. 
The results of comparisons between model predictions 
and experimental data indicate that the needle-probe method 
of measuring thermal conductivity might also be used as a 




The process of simultaneous heat and mass transfer in 
soils is an important area of interest mainly because there 
are many practical examples oif heat dissipation in the earth 
and because so little is known about the complex movement of 
heat and moisture throughout the earth in the vicinity of a 
heat source* Several areas in which the transport of heat 
and mass in soils Is important arei 
1* Heat dissipation from underground electrical 
power cab Ies* 
2* Heat transfer to and from buried pipelines* 
3* Heat transfer to antd from heat pump coils* 
*»• Waste heat rejection from power plant condenser 
water used to extend the growing season in cold regions* 
5* Rejection of heat generated in buried radioactive 
wastes* 
6* Storage of solar energy in underground tanks* 
7* Energy conservation in the underground portion of 
buildings* 
8* Recovery of geothermal energy* 
Heat transfer in soils is complicated by the presence 
of solid* liquid and gaseous phases* Since soil is a porojs 
2 
medium* heat must be conducted through a system of series 
and parallel paths* Thermal gradients Induce moisture 
movement which* in turn* creates moisture gradients. 
The thermal conductivity of soil depends on the soil 
constituents* the soil porosity and the relative amount of 
moisture in the soil* At elevated temperatures* the 
moisture in the soil adjacent to a heat source can be driven 
away resulting in a zone ot IOM moisture content soil in 
contact with the source. Since thermal conductivity 
decreases as the moisture content decreases* the dry zone 
creates an insulating blanket which further inhibits the 
dissipation of heat from the source* Thermal 1y induced 
moisture movement is thereby increased* 
The possibility exists that the moisture level in"the 
soil surrounding the source may increase with time due to 
return flow of wafer by capillary action* This phenomenon 
results in an increased ability to transport heat. Such 
moisture migration would be dependant upon the changes in 
the hydraulic and thermal properties of the soil* If the 
moisture content does not increase with time* the capability 
of the source to dissipate heat through the dry* low thermal 
conductivity soil is greatly reduced* Being able to 
identify factors which cause tils type of soil behavior Is 
extremely important, particularly when the heat source is 
required to transfer large amounts of heat* Such would be 
the case for underground electrical cables and buried heat 
3 
pump coilst for example* 
The movement of moisture in soils occurs in both the 
liquid and vapor phases* In a completely saturated soil the 
movement of liquid is described by Oarcy's law aid 
characterized through the saturated hydraulic conductivity* 
As the moisture content decreases the hydraulic conductivity 
also decreases and becomes essentially zero at a point whe~e 
the continuity of the liquid no longer exists. The 
remaining liquid is held in the soil by strong molecular 
forces or retained as a hygroscopic layer on the surface of 
the soil particles* Thus* at moisture contents below that 
for which liquid continuity is maintained the soil behaves 
essentially as a dry medium* 
At low moisture contents the thermal conductivity of 
the soil reaches a minimum value and heat dissipation can be 
severely inhibited* Furthermore* when liquid continuity 
breaks down rewetting of the soil is much more difficult 
than when the soil is moist* 
The precise conditions under which significant 
moisture migration will occur are not Known* and it is 
therefore not possible to fully exploit the current-carrying 
capacities of buried cables with respect to the heat 
transfer characteristics of soils* Many cases of so-called 
"thermal runaway" or "thermal instability" have also been 
reported* In such cases a quick rise of cable temparature 
occurs due to migration .r moisture from the surrounding 
k 
soil and the formation of a dry zone around the cable £100]* 
Some evidence 15] suggests that drying is not usually 
associated with cables subject to normal cyclic loading* 
However* it has been reported 131 that cables which have 
operated normally for considerable lengths of tine can 
suddenly experience rapid increases in temperature due to 
significant migration of moisture* Furthermore* complete 
drying may occur at temperatures well below the boiling 
point of water. 
The purpose of this research is twofold* The first 
phase consists of identifying the soil properties and cable 
system operating characteristics which have the most 
significant influence on thermal stability* The second 
phase consists of correlating the results of the analysis so 
that the conditions which lead to thermal instability in 
soils can be predicted, 
The buried cable system Is modeled by a cylindrical 
heat source In an infinite* homogeneous* isotropic medium* 
The mathematical formulation of the problem in cylindrical 
coordinates has rotational and) axial symmetry since the 
effects of gravity* surface ohenomena (e.g. heat flux and 
moisture movement at the earth's surface) and location of 
the water table are neglected in the analysis* 
In the formulation of the model it is assumed that 
hysteretic characteristics of the soil are absent* This is 
5 
tantamount to assuming monotonic drying of the soil* 
The governing equations are nondimensionallzed* and 
an order-of-magnitude analysis is performed to determine 
those dinensionless groups which have the most significant 
effect on the heat transfer and moisture movement in the 
soil surrounding the heated caole. / 
Because of the complexity of the proa I em, tne 
transient form of the governing equations is solved by an 





The study of heat transfer and moisture movement in 
soils draws upon the literature of the thermal sciences as 
well as soil science* Some terms may be unfamiliar in one 
field or the other or may even have slightly different 
connotations* Therefore the definitions of certain selected 
terms are given in this chapter* 
1* Capillary Moisture© Water which is held in the 
soil pore spaces by surface tension forces* 
2* Oiffusivity* Unless otherwise stated* the term 
diffuslvlty usjally refers to tf%e isothermal liqjid 
diffusivity* i*e* the product of the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity* K» and the slope of the soil moisture 
characteristic curvet 9Y/39* In general• there are four 
moisture diffuslvlty termsi 
a) Dg, and Dg are isothermal liquid and vapor 
diffusivities* respectively* They relate the fluxes of 
liquid and vapor to the gradient of the moisture content* 
b) Dj£ and Oy are thermal liquid and vapor 
diffusivlties* respectively* They relate the fluxes of 
liquid and vapor to the gradient of temperature* 
3* Dry Density.} The density* p • of the soil with 
7 
all moisture removed* 
<*• Hygroscopic Coefficient* The soil suction value 
at which the soil moisture is in equilibrium with an 
atmosphere of 96 percent relative humidity* At moisture 
contents below that which corresponds to the hygroscopic 
coefficient* the soil behaves as a dry medium* 
5« Moisture Content* The volumetric moisture 
content is the volume of water per unit bulk volume of soil* 
In the literature of the power cable industry* moisture 
content is usually expressed as a percent of the dry weight 
or density of the soil* The volumetric moisture content is 
related to the moisture content by weight through the 
relation 
8(by volume) - (dry density/Iiquid density) 
moisture content by weight(exoressed as a decimal 
6* Porosity* The soil pore volume per unit bulk 
volume of soil* The soil porosity* e* is related to the dry 
density through the relation 
e =i-p /p ,. , 
o Kso hd 
where P^i-j^ *s *ne density' of the solid soil particles* 
3 
usually about 2*65 g/cm • 




between soil moisture suction and moisture content* The 
characteristic curve is obtained by plotting soil suction 
against soil moisture content* The soil suction is zero at 
complete saturation and increases continuously to a v/ery 
large value when the soil is o*/en dry* 
6* Soil Moisture Potential (Soil Suction)* The soil 
moisture potential* Y* usually includes matric* osmotic* and 
pneumatic potentials (see Total Potential) so that total 
soil moisture potential is the sum of the gravitational 
potential and the soil moisture potential* i.e. $ = Y +Yq* 
In the absence of dissolved salts* the osmotic potential is 
zero* and in most cases air pressure differences are 
nonexistent or are negligibly small and the moisture 
potential can be taken to be the matric potential* The 
terms soil moisture potential and soil suction are sometiies 
used interchangeably even though the soil moisture potential 
is a negative quantity and the soil suction is a positive 
quantity* 
9* Total Potential* The total potential* $* is the 
work required per unit mass of pure water to remove* 
reversibly and isothermal Iy* an increment of water from the 
soil at some equilibrium state* The total potential is 
divided into four components [SH 
a) Gravitational! potential* Y * which is related to 
elevation relative to <;ome arbitrary reference; 
b) Matric Potential* v * which is related to the 
9 
adsorption forces between solid surfaces and water, 
including the effect of cohesive forces between molecjles* 
c) Osmotic potential, ¥ - which is related to the 
forces of attraction between ions and water molecules; and 
d) Pneumatic potential* ¥ , which is related to the 
forces arising from unequal pressures in the gaseous phase* 
9* Unsaturated Hydraulic Conductivity* The 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity* K» is the 
proportionality factor in Oarcy*s law for unsaturated soil 
which relates moisture flux to the gradient of the total 
moisture potential* i«e« ?2'p2 s -KC8)V$« Various na-nes 
have been proposed for this factor* among them 
"permeability." Qhilds £23] suggests the use pf "hydraulic 
conductivity" following the recommendation of the 
Subcommittee on Permeability and Infiltration of the Soil 
Science Society of America*) 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Perhaps the earliest experiments directed toward 
determining the influence of temperature gradients on 
moisture movement in soils were conducted by Bouyoucos £123* 
His findings indicated that there was a moisture content 
which resulted in a maxiium amount of thermally induced 
moisture movement. Smith C135JJ verified the existence of a 
"critical moisture content*" and observed that little 
moisture migration occurred at low or high moisture 
contents* Instead, the amount of moisture movement reached 
a maximum value at some intermediate moisture content* 
Although this characteristic was seemingly independent of 
the physical condition of the soil* the magnitude of the 
moisture migration changed considerably as soil conditions 
were altered* Smith concluded that vapor diffusion was 
negligibly small and proposed capillary movement induced by 
vapor condensation as a mechanism of moisture movement* 
This conclusion was also supported by Philip and de Vries 
CllSlt Woodslde and Kuzmak £161], and Derja;uin aid 
Helnlkova (351* 
It is now general! ly accepted that movement of soil 
moisture in the liquid phase predominates if liqjid 
11 
continuity in the soil is maintainedt but that vapor 
transfer is of comparable or greater magnitude when liquid 
continuity breaks down £573. The overall process of 
aoisture movement in response to a temperature gradient has 
been described at length by Milne and Mochlinski £100]t 
The movement In the liquid phase is a 
temperature-controlled stable process caused by the 
surface tension of Mater decreasing with increasing 
temperaturef weakening the forces retaining liquid water 
in the higher-temperature regions and causing it to move 
away towards the cooler regions. The time constants of 
the process are controlled by the hydraulic gradient 
resulting from the temperature gradient and by the 
permeability of the soil to liquid* 
The water-vapor pressure in the pore spaces in trie 
higher-temperature regions exceeds that in the 
lower-temperature regions* Water vapor therefore moves 
along the temperature gradient and, evaporating in the 
higher-temperature region* creates a hydraulic gradient 
by providing a surplus to hydraulic requirements in the 
lower-temperature region aid a deficit in the higher* 
The evaporation system may remain in continuous dynamic 
equilibrium by a constant transfer back of liquid under 
this hydraulic gradient; or, alternatively, if the ratio 
of liquid permeability to vapor permeability of the soil 
Is too low* the system may remain unstaole, the 
moisture-movement process ceasing only when all 
capillary moisture has been removed from those 
higher-temperature regions in which balance is not 
achieved* These are thus dried out* 
In a given soil, with increase of moisture* 
permeability to liquid increases, while permeability to 
vapor decreases* Large interconnected voids unfilled 
with moisture offer good permeability to vapor diffusion 
through soil* On the other hand, in soil in which emoty 
voids are saturated with moisture, the vapor movement is 
restricted and evaporation is not expected to take place 
at temperatures normally encountered on the cable 
surface* 
In a saturated soil, tie vapor-movement process will 
not take place until the temperature approaches the 
boiling point of water, 
12 
Once the capillar/ moisture has alI been removed* 
breaking the capillary channels* the permeability of the 
soil to the liquid becomes very low indeed. In' 
consequence? even when the source of heat is removed, a 
zone once dried out may be a very long time in regaining 
its normal moisture contenft either by capillary action 
or by percolation of gravity water* 
Movement of Moisture in Soils 
Although there are several proposed explanations for 
the various mechanisms of moisture migration, most 
researchers agree that Flck*s Haw consistently underpredicts 
observed water vapor movement 118,22,^5,59,115,1221• 
Observed rates of movement greatly exceed those predicted by 
the molecular diffusion equation modified to take account of 
the reduction of diffusion cross-section by soil and liquid 
water* and of the tortuous diffusion path in the soil (1153. 
Philip and de Vries C1151 introduced a factor to account for 
the difference in average temperature gradient across 
air-filled pores in the porous medium* This resulted in 
calculated vapor movements *fhlch were from two to eight 
times greater than those predicted with the usual diffusion 
equation and corresponded well with previous experiments* 
This idea of large microscopic thermal gradients across air 
spaces Is supported by Cary £133, Woodside and Kuzmak (1611 
and Hadas C611 and the experimental work of Cassel, et al 
(221* 
The flow of liqjids in saturated porous media is 
described tyy Oarcy*s I aw 
13 
J 2/P2
 s *K 7$ • <H 
where $ Is the total potential, Childs and Co Mis-George 
[25] confirmed that Darcy*s law is also applicable to 
unsaturated systems if expressed in a more general form in 
which the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, K* is a 
function of the moisture content* In this case $ = ¥ • y 
g 
where the energy state of the water is denoted by Y* In the 
literature V. Is termed either moisture potential* capillary 
potential* moisture tension* moisture suction* or negative 
pressure* If ¥ is expressed in units of length* then g¥ may 
be associated with the specific Gibbs function of the soil 
water C11<»1* The gravitational potential is denoted by V • 
g 
The moisture potential* Y» is generally determined by 
measuring the suction pressure which is required to remote 
water from the soil* The curve obtained by plotting the 
moisture potential against the moisture content is called 
the "soil moisture characteristic**" £221 Such curves exhibit 
the same general shape for all soils as well hysteretlc 
characteristics* That is* the location of the curve depends 
upon whether measurements were made during wetting or drying 
of the soil sample* For the same moisture content* the 
moisture potential for the drying curve is larger than that 
for the wetting curve* 
At a fixed temperature* ¥ is a well-defined function 
of moisture content* provided there is monotonic wetting or 
l<f 
drylngt for any given soil* but the variation of Y with 
temperature has not been definitely established 
tlQ8*110*ll<O* Philip and de Vries [1153 describe the 
variation of Y with temperature at a given moisture content 
through the temperature coefficient of the surface tension 
of water* but some evidence suggests that the temperature 
coefficient of ¥ may be higher than can be explained by tr\e 
Influence of surface tension changes alone Hf8»**9»51*73*7it] • 
Analytical descriptions 
Analytical descriptions of the soil moisture 
phenomenon generally fall into methods involving 
irreversible thermodynamics or the application of the basic 
conservation equations* The principles of irreversible 
thermodynamics 117-21*7k$75tl03tl^Ci relate the entropy 
change of the soil system to the rates of the system (i*e* 
the heat transfer rate* the rate of pressure redistribution* 
and the rate of moisture movement)* Thus the heat and 
moisture fluxes can be related to the driving forces* or 
gradients* in the system by certain phenomenological 
coefficients* This method is particularly suited for 
steady-state models and has been employed by Cary and Taylor 
(23 1* Jury and Miller £731* and Kay and Groenevelt £733* 
The analysis of the heat and moisture processes can 
also be conducted through the use of the basic equations for 
the conservation of mass* raomeritum* and energy 
15 
(9<t«112«115tl22«l<t6]« The most widely accepted conservation 
formulation is that of Philip and de Vries (1151* E\ter\ 
though the formulation in its nost general form is valid for 
the transient three-di mensionail case* attempts at 
experimental verification of the model have been limited 
primarily to the steady-state* one-dimensional case* 
Several portions of the two theories have been tested 
and compared C52«72»123t 12<f*15<f] and have led to varying 
conclusions* The results of steady-state experiments by See 
I52J showed that the Phiiip-de Vries theory underestimated 
moisture flux by a factor of two to three whereas the 
Cary-Taylor equation overestimated the flow slightly* 
Dirksen and Miller £36:1* who investigated transient moisture 
movements* found that the results of the Philip^de Vries 
theory compared reasonably well for the conditions tested 
whiIe concluding that the Cary-Taylor theory could not. 
adequately describe the behavior of the transient system* 
Cassettet al £223 compared the moisture flux equations of 
the two theories to the data of their steady-state 
experiments and found! that the Philip-de Vries theory 
yielded values approximately equal to those measured* The 
Cary-Taylor equation predicted values that were from 10 to 
<*0 times smaller that those observed experimentally* 
Application of these models in even the most 
simplified cases requires a Knowledge of various soil 
properties such as thermal conductivity* the liquid aid 
16 
vapor diffusion coefficieits* the hydraulic conductivity and 
their dependence on temperature* moisture content* density* 
and other factors. Oe Vries Cl«t93 has proposed a method of 
calculating the thermal conductivity and specific heat of 
soil based on the composition and moisture content* 
Diffusion coefficients could be determined through a 
Knowledge of the functional relations between soil suction 
and moisture content and between hydraulic conductivity and 
moisture content Cl<*81* Gary £1811 and Harldasan and Jensen 
[633 suggest that the hydraulic conductivity of soils should 
be considered to have the same temperature dependence as the 
viscosity of water* Farouhi (<*2) has proposed a 
comprehensive equation for the thermal conductivity of a 
general soil which takes into account the moisture migration 
due to heat transfer* Gohar £533 has presented a formula 
for effective thermal conductivity of soil due to moisture 
migration* The results of experiments conducted by Jackson 
C693 led to the conclusion that the temperature dependence 
of the ratio of surface tension to viscosity appeared to be 
the dominant factor in describing the temperature dependence 
of soil-water diffusivity* 
The various diffusivitles which appear in the 
governing equations can be calculated once the functional 
relationships ¥<9) and <(9) are known* In the absence of 
measured values of K(8> over the entire range of moisture 
contents* the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity can be 
17 
calculated from a Knowledge of the moisture characteristic 
curve and one measured value of K* usually the value at 
saturation 113.1^ 16,23, 51,6) ,70., 30 * a*** 99,1191. Therial 
conductivity and specific heat of the soil can be determined 
as functions of temperature and moisture content once the 
composition and porosity of the soil are known. Several 
nethods of estimating the thermal conductivity of soils can 
be found in the literature C^2*i07«i33*i39.1V5»l<f9J • 
The analytical and numerical treatment of the problem 
of heat transfer in soiils has largely neglected the effects 
of the accompanying thermally induced moisture movement 
115,27.^7,5^.55,66.129iI52,i53,1583. The conditions which 
give rise to significant migration of moisture have not been 
studied in any detail* In past models it has generally been 
assumed that the soil maintains a constant thermal 
conductivity but a few analyses have included the 
possibility of regions of different, but constant, thermal 
conductivities (e.g. underground cables surrounded by 
special bacHfilll materials)* Although considerable 
experimental work has been conducted to better define tne 
exact nature of the pnenomenon of moisture migration 
118, 20, 21,26,*f 5, 59, 62, 73, 81, 62, :12 2-:U<*, 135,15^.161,162 J, the 
actual mechanisms which cause the migration of soil 
moisture, which may occur in both the liquid and vapor 
phasest have not been precisely determined* The influeice 
of such migration on the thermal conductivity of soil, 
Id 
however, is weld established C7,<,2,t,5,73,i07,120,i<*9,i59, 
1611, and there Is a substantial amount of experimental data 
and field experience to show that serious moisture migration 
away from a heat source can ocsur I'.2,5,«f5,100,159,1601. 
Stability Considerations 
Of primary interest to this study are those 
experimental results 12,5,4,5,62,1301 which suggest that 
there may be certain "critical" values of the soil 
properties or system operating characteristics which ha^e 
significant Influence on heat transfer in soils, Hadley and 
Elsenstadt 1621 report«»d a moisture content of four percent, 
below which drying would be observed in the two different 
soil media studied* On the basis of experimental work with 
underground cable systems Arman, et al 151 concluded that 
there is a certain maximum cable surface temperature above 
which dangerous migration of moisture may occur possibly 
causing complete drying of the surrounding soil* Bauer and 
Nease 171 concluded that while the drying rate depends 
somewhat on the surface heat flux, the factor of primary 
Importance is initial moisture content, Milne and 
MochllnsKi £1001 and P.adhakr Ishna C1171 made similar 
observations, Adams and Baljet (21 reported that for all 
soils, Including clays and sands, no migration will occur 
above a certain critical moisture content. SchmiI I £1301, 
from a rather simplified analytical treatment, suggested 
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that a critical temperature or a critical heat flux shojld 
exist below which a buried cable system would be thermally 
stable* However* Fink (<f31 has indicated that a limiting 
cable surface temperature does not exist below which 
moisture migration will not take place* 
Experimental studies have been carried out in an 
effort to establish the relation between thermal 
conductivity and soil fsoisture content and moisture movement 
under thermal gradients* These studies have been conducted 
primarily on steady-state models with an imposed linear 
temperature gradient ild*20«21«59*62*73*76t6dtl22*15<*]* It 
has not been verified that results from such models apply to 
different gradients or temperature levels* 
CHAPTiR IV 
SOIL PROPERTIES 
The basic soil properties needed to describe the heat 
transfer and moisture movement in a soil include the thermal 
conductivitvt the hydraulic conductivityt the soil moisture 
characteristic* and the specific heat. Even though this 
study is not devoted to the measurement of the soil 
properties, a discussion of their general characteristics 
and their dependence on temperature and moisture content is 
necessary at this point* 
A survey of the published literature reveals that the 
soil property data is not readily available, and it is 
unlikely that all I of the necessary data for even one soil 
could be compiled from the literature* It therefore becomes 
necessary to rely upon empirical correlations and 
theoretical analyses to exteid the available data* The 
purpose of this section is to outline what procedures are 
available and to discuss possible alternatives* 
Hoisture Characteristic 
Several methods; of measuring the soil moisture 
potential as a function of moistjre content 9 h3ve been 
developed C10 6 J• Such measurements provide the data 
necessary to construct the soil moisture characteristic 
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curve* ¥(91• In order to use the results in numerical or 
analytical studies it is convenient to fit the data to some 
empirical equation* preferably an equation which works well 
not only for a specific soil but also for a number of soils* 
Toward this end many forms of equations for Y(9) have 
been proposed 16*13*78*1271* some of them requiring 
complicated calculation procedjres to extract values for the 
constants which characterize the behavior of a specific 
soil* The characteristic shape of the Y(8) curve suggests 
that any proposed equation should satisfy two basic 
requirements* They are 
(1) f •* « as 8-> 0 or alternatively as S+ S„. 
nn n 
where S is the relative saturation 8/e* 
12) ! + 0 as B* 8 $ a t or as S+ 1 
Rubin* et al [127] used the equation 
f * c1*C2/e+c3EXP(ctf9)^£XP(c59+c6) 
which can be made to satisfy the stated conditions with 
proper selection of the six unknown constant coefficients* 
In 196<t* Brooks and Corey 113) proposed a 









where S^ = (S-S >/fl-S ) is called the effective saturation* 
e r r 
'*b the bubbling pressure* and * the pore-size d i s t r i b u t i o n 
index* 
As * •* * in the above expression* S + Q so that the 
e 
saturation* S* approaches a finite value* S • termed the 
r 
residual saturation* For V<V. t S f i s 1 or S = 1. The values 
of A and T, would be determined by plotting Log(S 1 versus 
y/p2c2« 
Brooks and Corey found that such a curve has a 
negative slope over a very large range of Se« By extending 
the straight-line portion to Se
:s 1* the value of the intercept Is taken to be V'P2 C2* 
The residual saturation* S * needed in the definition 
r 
of S is determined by using a graphical technique requiring 
a trial and error approach* The resulting power-law 
expression for S works best for intermediate moisture 
e 
contents and may not adequately describe the moisture 
characteristic at very low moisture, contents* l*e* very 
high values of V• 
King [78] proposed the use of an equation written 
here as 
S = 6 
Cosht <¥/¥ >&+e J - Y 
Coshny /V >S+e ] • Y 
(3) 
where ¥ * 3* y» 6 and e are constants for a particular soil 
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such that ¥ >Ct $<C* Q<Y$Cosh e , 0<<3$i and e^O* As 
approaches zero, S approaches and 
lin S = 6(Cosh e-y)/CCosh e*Y) = S . 
Y-M. m l n 
Therefore S ,$ 6 and S . is similar to the residual 
m m 
saturation of Brooks and Corey £131* While providing a 
rather good fit over the entire range of moisture contents, 
fitting experimental data to this equation is complicated* 
As King £781 stated* "The only good estimate is for 6 which 
is 1 for drainage from complete saturation»«*By adopting e = Q 
as a first estimate* the initial fitting must still be 
accomplished in a three«parameter space*" 
Ahuja and Swartzendruber £61 developed a form of ^(9) 
by first proposing for 0 the equation 
o„ = ae'Vo - e ) m («»> 
0* c 
where a« n« m and 8 are constants* Employing a power-law 
form for the hydraulic conductivity 





The values of the constants were restricted such that N-n>0 
and fl<m<i* Furthermore* by assuming that N-n+ras2 it was 
possible to integrate the above expression to obtain 
¥C9> = Ca/(B9c(l-mn ] rC8 -ei/ei"""
1 (6) 
where 8=3C when ¥-()• 
With this definition of 0 * the equation may be 
written 
*CS) = AtCl-S)/SJ1"m (7) 
which has the desirable feature that there are only two 
constants which must be determined from the experimental. 
data* This form also satisfies the two basic requirements 
for a ¥(8> or ¥(S) curve stated previously* However* the 
author"s experience with equations of this form has been 
that a single equation can seldom,adequately describe the 
moisture characteristic over the entire range of moisture 
contents* 
The moisture characteristics of most soils have some 
features in common* First* tie moisture potential ¥ becomes 
very large* not at zero saturation* but at some finite small 
value of S* called the residual saturation* 3 . by Brooks 
and Corey C131* Secondly* the moisture potential approaches 
zero as S approaches uiity* And finally* in the range of 
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moisture contents Sr«S<l» the slope of the moisture 
characteristic decreases sharply and thereafter increases as 
V approaches zero at complete saturation (S-l>* 
Thus it is convenient to choose T* T(S ) rather than 
e 
Y= Y(S) where S is the effective saturation defined oy 
BrooKs and Corey 1133• The author proposes the following 
new form for ¥ (Se& 
fCS ) = aSbCi-S )c[Coth(TrSa>J
d (d) 
e e e 6 
where a* bt ct and d are constants* 
Although the form of the expression appears 
complicated* especially since it contains five unknowns (at 
b« c« d9 S )t it is particularjy well suited to a curve fit 
of data by the method of least squares 1137]* In this 
instance the least squares process requires only the 
solution of four simultaneous linear algebraic equations* 
The application of equation (8) ,is explained fully in 
Appendix A. 
In addition to being straightforward in its 
applicationt the author has found that eqjation (3) can 
adequately describe many moisture characteristics over the 
entire range of moisture contents* 
The slope of the moisture characteristic is called 
the differential (or specific) water capacity 157] 
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Co, = d9/d¥ 
If equation (8) is used to describe the moisture 
characteristic the reciprocal of the specific water capacity 
is 
dY/de = Caf/ (1-S >]Cb/S -c/Cl-S >-2ird/Slnh<2TrS )> (91 
r e e e 
Hydraulic Conductivity 
The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (hereinafter 
called simply hydraulic conductivity) is also sometimes 
termed the permeability of the medium* It is the 
coefficient In Oarcy's la* for unsaturated flow £1213 which* 
when multiplied by the gradient of the total moisture 
potential• gives the flux of liquid through the porous 
medium* 
T2'p2 - -K(f)y$ 
The "specific" permeability ordinarily used in 
petroleum engineering is related to the hydraulic 
conductivity by £903 
K - <p /y) K' 
I 
where p is the density of twe liquid* y is the viscosity of 
I 
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the liquidf and K' is the specific permeability (a function 
of the medium only and not of the flowing liquid)* 
The hydraulic conductivity is highly hysteretic when 
expressed as a function of the moisture potential* <(¥>« but 
if expressed as a function of the moisture content* K(9)» it 
is less affected by hysteresis £1^21• The problems 
encountered with the former may* however* be avoided by 
limiting consideration to essentially monotonic wetting or 
drying of the medium 1651* 
As In the case of the noisture characteristic curve* 
many expressions have been proposed for use in relating 
hydraulic conductivity to either moisture content or soil 
moisture potential* 
King 178J proposed the relation 
K s 0*2 CCosh£(T/4'2>T1l-ll/CCosht(!f/y2)T,]+l> (10) 
where ¥2 * ^
 ant* a a r e constants and r\ <0 * V2>Q9 Q<a*i. 
Evaluation of the constants is difficult in practice* 
The shape of the curve represented by 
K " K$ /ECy/a>l>*i] (11) 
proposed by Gardner (503.1s nearly Identical with that of 
King's equation [78] above* but this expression is much 
easier to fit to experimental data* Furthermore* this form 
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adequately fits much measured hydraulic conductivity-soil 
potential data 182J« 
Other forms include 
K = K /<a*b+l)c 
s 
used by Ahuja and Swartzendruoer C63 and 
K s K (4'/4'>n 
S D 
proposed by Brooks and Corey C131. Heret n is related toX 
of equation (2) by ns 2*3A« 
Measurements of hydraulic conductivity over a Hide 
range of moisture contents is difficult and time consuming 
and theories have been deveiloped which enable one to 
calculate hydraulic conductivity values from Known moisture 
retention data* 
Jackson* et al 1703 have evaluated three methods of 
calculating hydraulic conductivities from a soil's moisture 
characteristic. They found that the method of Chi Ids and 
Collis-George £253t evei as modified by Marshall [91], did 
not predict the proper shape of tt\Q hydraulic conductivity 
curve. The method of 11 Mington and Quirk [93*993 did 
predict the correct shape of the curve but did not reproduce 
actual measured values of hydraulic conductivity. when a 
matching factor Mas used the method gave good results over a 
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very Mide range of moisture contents* even those at Mhich 
measurements are often \ier^ difficult to obtain. The 
matching factor is obtained by matching calculated and 
measured values of hydraulic conductivity at saturation* 
This method, then* is called the modified Mil|ington-Quirk 
method* 
Bruce Cl<+] made comparisons of the above three 
methods as Mel I as the method of Laliberte* et al C6<t]* 
His results generally confirmed the findings of Jackson* et 
al £701* However* the results of his calculations showed 
that the modified Mil Iington*Quirk method gave better 
results Mhen matched with a measured hydraulic conductivity 
In the 0*1 to 0*3 bar range of soil suction rather than with 
the value at saturation* 
Gardner £513 explained the limitations inherent in 
the capillary models used to predict the hydraulic 
conductivity from soil moisture characteristics but conceded 
that they do give a reasonable shape for the hydraulic 
conductivity curve and that the methods are still some of 
the best available* 
The modified Mi 11!ngton-Quirk method was selected for 
use in this study* Details of the procedure are contained 
in Appendix B* 
Measured moisture retention data are fitted to 
equation (8) and hydraulic conductivity values are 
calculated using the results of the curve fit and the 
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modified Mi I Ungton-QuirK method. Finally» the conductivity 
data are fitted to equation (11) for use in the analytical 
phase of the study* 
Specific Heat 
The specific heat of moist solU neglecting the 
contribution due to the presence of dry airf is calculated 
from li<*91 
3 n 
C « C0 * C2P20 cal/cii - C (12) 
where C is the specific heat of the dry soil, defined by 
o 
3 o C » 0.<»6x •0.6xrt cal/cm -°C 
o m o 
and xm and x_ are the volume fractions of soil minerals and 
m o 
of organic materials, respectively* 
Thermal Conductivity 
The effective thermal conductivity which appears in 
the conservation of energy equation (see Chapter V) Is the 
sum of two components (109,1^6,1^9] 
X = X • X 
* v 
The first component is usual thermal conductivity, 
X • of the moist medium and the second is an apparent 
* 
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thermal conductivity* X , which Is due to vapor movement* 
The definition of xy is given in Chapter V* Our 
concern here is the thermal conductivity X • 
* 
Sinclair* et all £133] give a review of several 
empirical and theoretical relations for x that are 
* 
available in the literature* Among those mentioned for 
moist soils are MicKley's equation 1953, Gemant's equation 
£133] t the Kersten formula £75b]« and the Van Rooyen formula 
tl<*5]* Sinclair* et al state that their best agreement with 
experimental data was obtained with the Kersten and 
Van Rooyen formulas* Most cable engineers prefer the 
Kersten model because of its relative simplicity* even 
though the Van Rooyen formula producedthe best overall 
results* 
The Van Rooyen formula £1^53* used in this study* 
expresses the soil thermal resistivity as 
1/X * 10A"Bm*S Pc-cm/W (13) 
where m is the moisture content as a fraction of the voids 
filled with water* 8 and S are linear functions of the 
density of the dry soil* p * and A is a quadric function of 
o 
P • Furthermore* A* B* and S contain constants which are 
o 
functions of the soil composition and granulometry* A 
detailed description of the Van Rooyen formula is contained 
in Appendix C* 
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Property Data 
Two soils* a sandy soil and a sandy sift* Mere 
modeled in this study* The Plainfield sand used by Jury 
(731 Mas chosen for the sand/ soil primarily because a 
complete set of thermal and hydraulic properties Mere 
available for it* The property data for this soil Mere 
taKen from curves presented by Jury and are shown in 
dimensionless form in Fitgjre 1* 
A soil commonly cal ted'"Georgia red clay" Mas used as 
the sample of the sandy silt* Thermal and hydraulic 
properties of this soiII Mere measured by Bush ti^al and are 
shown in dimensionless form in Figure 2* 
Other pertinent characteristics of the two soils are 
summarized in Table 1* 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Moisture Content, X 
1.0 
Figure 1. Dimensionless Thermal and Hydraulic 
Properties of Plainfield Sand 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Moisture Content, X 
Figure 2. Dimensionless Thermal and Hydraulic 
Properties of Sandy Silt 
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Table 1. Characteristics of Soils Used in Analytical Study 
Quantity Plainfield Red Sandy silt 
Sand _^_^____«________ 
X W/cm-°C <f.<»7 X iO-3 «̂ «*2 X 10~3 
C. J/cm3-°C U 2 5 0.9<»3 
e 0*35 0.51 
Ks cro/s3 2,<*3 x: iO"
3 3«Q x 10"3 




GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR HEAT TRANSFER ANO 
MOISTURE MOVEMENT IN SOILS 
In this section the equations which govern the heat 
transfer and moisture movement in soils are considered, 
The analysis begins with statements of the basic laws of 
conservation of mass and conservation of energy* 
Conservation of Mass 
The conservation of mass equation for a porous medium 
as developed by Luikov £85-891 is 
3fp28i)/3t = -v-T{ • *i* 1*1.2.3 (Ik) 
Here* J.,* is the flux of component i based on a mean 
velocity* the mean being taken over a volume containing many 
grains of the porous medium* In what follows the subscript 
1=1 refers to water in the vapor phase. 1=2 refers to the 
liquid phase* 1=3 refers to air and the subscript zero 
refers to the porous medium (soil) in its dry state. The 
presence of ice is not considered here* 
The symbol 1̂  designates the rate of conversion of 
component i* The dry air is considered to be inert and no 
chemical conversion occurs so that I- = 0* The only other 
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phase conversions considered are from liquid to vapor or 
from vapor to liquid and hence I2 =
 mll • 
In the literature of soil science the moisture 
content is generally expressed in terms of the volumetric 
moisture content* 8* The voluietrlc liquid content 92* is 
92= (volume occupied by 1iqjid)/(total volume) = V£/V. 
The vo lumet r ic vapor conten t * 9X» i s the volume of 
" p r e c l p l t a b l e " water 11^83 per u n i t volume* 
9X » (volume of vapor "as Iiquid")/(total volume) 
' \ix (Pi/P^/V 
For the range of temperatures encountered the changes 
in the density of the liquid are small and the liquid 
density may be taken as constant. Qefining E = Ii/P2 tfve 
conservation of mass equations may be written 
ae^at = -v«(j1/p2) • E 
and 
382/9t = •V-(l2/p2) - E 
Adding these two equations* the conservation of mass 
3d 
equation for soil moisture becomes 
-»» -• 
3C91*92)/3t = -V«C(j1*J2)/p2J 
or 
36/3t = -vCJ /p2) 115) 
Nhere 8 = 9 , • 9, and J =Tt * T,• 
Conservation of Energy 
The conservation of energy equation for the porous 
medium Is 
au/at = -v«qM (i&) 
The Internal energy per unit volume* U* is 
U S PoUo * P 2 0 1 U l * p 2 e 2 u 2 * i 7 > 
s p UQ • P i Ce - 9 2 ) Ux + P 2 92 U2 
and the heat f l u x qra i s g iven t>y 
q°' s -x VT • f\1]1 • h 2 J 2 (13) 
* 
Here the f i r s t terra on the r ight hand side of (13) 
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peopesents the heat transfer by conduction* X# being the 
thermal conductivity for the case of no moisture movement* 
The second and third t€»rms represent the fluxes of enthalpy 
due to movement of water vapor and liquid water, 
respectively* 
In equations (17) and (18) the contributions due to 
the presence of air have i>een neglected* 
Substituting (17) and (18) into (16) and expanding* 
one obtains 
caT/at • (p2u2-p1u1)3e2/3t * v - a VT) - n1v«j1 (19) 
- n 2 V - ] 2 - J i ' V h i •• l 2
- v h 2 
Mhere the volumetric heat capacity of the moist soil* C* has 
been defined as 
C = PoCV() • P2eiCvi + P2
82 C V2 
i 
Upon adding and subtracting the term h2V«j x on the 
right hand side of the energy equation* defining the 
enthalpy of vaporization* 
h21 S hl * h2 
and using the definition of I « one obtains 
m 
to 
C3T/3 t «• ( p 2 U 2 - p 1 U 1 ) 3 9 2 / 3 t = 7-CX 7T) -
 h 2 l 7 # J l 
h 2v-) m - Ji'Vhi - )2-Vh2 
The second terra on the right hand side may be 
rearranged as 
h2lv.fi- * v.(h21T1) - Ti-vh21 
- v.(h 2 1h) - Ji-Vhx • Ji-Vh; 
Using this result the energy equation becomes 
C3T/3t • (p2U2-p1U1)382/3t = 7-(X VT) 
-*• 
- v - C h ^ h ) - "2V-Jm • Jm-vh2 
Upon subst i tu t ing eqjatilon (1<*> and noting that 
h2 s u2» the energy equation aay be fur ther s impt i f ied to 
caT/at - p1u13-e2/dt - p 2 u 2 39 1 / 3 t 
= 7-(X 7T> - V-Ch91Ti> " c A .VT 
* .21J i 2 J m 
Since p1(e*92)
 s P2ei * n e energy equation becomes 
C3T/3t^p2u21391/3t =7«(X VT)-V«(h2J^-c 2t .7T (20) 
L^JL_i__ - t" 
The term 3 9 x / a t may oe r e p l a c e d by terms i n v o l v i n g 
3 9 2 / 3 t and 3 T / 3 t i n the f o l l o w i n g manner. 
Assuming t h a t the vapor and l i q u i d phases are i n 
e q u i l i b r i u m t 
Sx « P l C e - 9 2 ) / p 2 = p s h ( e - e 2 ) / p 2 
where p is the density of saturated water vapor and h is 
the relative humidity of the air-water vapor mixture in the 
soil pore spaces. Taking the time derivative of 9lf 
d S j / S t s - (p h / p 2 ) 3 8 2 / 3 t 4- l [ h < e « 9 2 ) / p 2 3 H d P s / d t ) 3 T / 3 t 
• t p s « e - 9 2 ) / p 2 l ( d h / d 8 2 ) 3 9 2 / 9 t 
s ince 3h/3T may be taken to be zero (see s e c t i o n e n t i t l e d 
Vapor F l u x ) * Also 9 s i n c e 
d h / d 8 2 - <h;g/RT> 3W/39 
the above equat ion becomes 
3 9 x / 3 t = C C ( e - 9 2 ) p hg/p 2 RT13Y/39) - P s h / p2> 39 2 / 3t 
• C h ( e - 9 2 ) / p 2 l ( d l p s / d T ) 3T/3t 
and therefore 
kZ 
3 9 / 3 t s 3 9 i / 3 t • 3 9 2 / 3 t s C l * [ ( e - 9 2 ) P s h g / ( p 2 R T ) J 3 ¥ / 3 9 2 <2 i ) 
• P s h / p 2 > 3 9 2 / 3 t • C h ( c - 9 2 ) / p 2 l C d p s / d T ) 3 T / 3 t 
The energy equation may be rewritten as 
tC * u 2 1 h ( e - 9 2 ) (dp / d T H 3 T / 3 t (22) 
• CCu 2 1 (e -9 2 >P hg / (p 2 RT>3^ /39 - u2 1p h > 3 9 2 / 3 t 
»?«(X V T ) - V«Ch21?i» • c ^ m
 , 7 T 
* * x x p * m 
L i q u i d F lux 
The f l u x of l i q u i d i n a porous medium i s governed by 
D a r c y ' s law 
T2 s -P2K;vi (23) 
where K is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and $ is 
the total soil potential* The total soil potentialv being 
the sum of a pressure component* ¥• and a gravitational 
component* may be written $ «? when the effects of gravity 
are negligible. 
The hydraulic conductivity and the soil potential are 
functions of temperature and moisture content* Therefore it 
is desirable to rewrite (23) as the sum of fluxes due to 
gradients of temperature and moisture content by expanding 
<f3 
V$ a 7? by the chain ru le t 
J 2/p 2 = -K3Y/39>_V9 - K3¥/3T> VT 
In the notation of Klute £80] and Philip [112,113], 
J 2/p 2 = -0 e £V8 - 0 T AVT C"2t> 
nhere ] 2 is the liquid flux and the diffusivity terns are 
Dft * Isothermal liquid diffusivity = Xav/aai 
D, = Thermal liquid diffusivity * K3Y/3T) 
Ti B 
Vapor Flux 
The appropriate form of Tick's law, which describes 
the flux of vapor in the porous medium, is CIO] 
ll S! -PD13?<P1/P> <25) 
Here* pi and p are the density of the water vapor 
and the water vapor»alr mixture. respectively, and D 1 3 is 
the molecular diffusivity of water vapor in air modified so 
that it applies to the porous medium* 
Expanding (25) and using the fact that p » p 3 *pi» 
where p 3 Is the density of the air. 
- * • 
}x = » 0 1 3 £ f p 3 / p ) 7 p j - C p ! / p ) 7 p 3 J 
kk 
Assuming that the air* water vapor* and air-water 
vapor mixture behave as ideal gases* we can write 
Vp3s V(P3M3/RT) = (M3/R)((1/T)VP3 - (P3/T )VT] 
Furthermore* since the total pressure* P = P2* »3* 
remains constant* VP3
 s -V^x* s o that 
Vp3= (M3/R)C-(1/T)7P1 « (P3/T )VT1 
But 
VPj =(R/M1)V(p1T) = (R/M^tp^T • TvPll 
So that 
Vp3s (M3/R)t-(R/M1T)(p1VT • TVPl) - (P3/T
2)VT3 (26) 
s • CM3/M1)Vp1 - (PH3/RT )VT 
Substituting this result* equation (11) becomes 
J l s • D 1 3 C t ( p 3 M 1 « l - p 1 M 3 ) / p M 1 3 7 p 1 + ( p 1 M 3 P / p R T
2 ) V T > 
But 1/M = ( M 1 p 3 < - M 3 p 1 ) / p M 1 M 3 * ' t i e r e f o r e , 
<*5 
- * • 
il s -<013M3/MllCVp1 • <P l /nVT] = •l013«3/MT)7Cp1T) (27) 
The d i f f i cu l t y associated with using (27) is that the 
molecular weight of the air-water vapor mixture varies as 
the composition of tt\e mixture varies* H may be eliminated 
by noting that 
1/M s (p3*l3i)/(P3H3
+PiM1> = v/N3 
Eliminating M from (27)* 
T2
 s •(D13v/T)V(p1Tl 
The density of the water vapor may be written as 
pj s * P S ( 2 8 ) 
where p is the density of satjrated water vapor* a function 
of temperature only* and h is the relative humidity of tt\e 
porous medium which Philio and de Vries 11153 have shown to 
be largely independent of temperature* being determined 
mainly by the moisture content. Thus* 
Vp,= V(hp ) = Mdp /dTHVT • p (dh/d9)V9 1 S • S S 
With this result it is possible* as in the case of the 
<t6 
liquid fluxt to express the vapor flux as the sum of fluxes 
due to gradients of temperature and moisture content. 
Substituting Into <28) and rearranging* one obtains 
T1/P2 s -0 Q V9 - 0- VT C29> 
' l L 0v Tv 
where 
D- •» Isothermal vapor diffusivity - (D.,vp /p0)dh/d9 8v 13 s 2 
0« -Thermal vapor diffusivity s<Qt ,vh/p0T>d(p T)/dt Tv 13 2 s 
Evaluation of Diffusivity Terms 
The essence of the Philip-»de Vries theory £1153 is In 
the method of evaluating three of the four diffusivity terms 
which appear in equations C2<*) and (29)« These terms will 
be discussed in the following paragraphs* 
Thermal Liquid Diffusivity 
Philip and de Vries £1153 have shown that in the 
range of moisture contents where liquid movement occurs 
CK>0) the potential is determined by capillarity* ¥ being 
proportional to the surface tension of water* a* or 
Y = ca 
so t h a t 
3Y/9T = c da/dT = Y * fT ) (30) 
k7 
where Y= (l/o)do/dT is called the temperature coefficient 
of the surface tension of water and is essentially constant 
over a wide range of temperatures* Since the moisture 
characteristic is usually measured at only one temperature 
T it Is necessary to correct the measured value for 
temperature variations* Noting that 
Y(T) s caCTI and ¥ ( T D I = c o ( T D ) 
K R 
then 
Y(T) = <MT K a C T ) / o C f D ) l 
R R 
and t h e r e f o r e 
3>PCT)/3T = vlCT H o C T I / o f T M (31 ) 
' R R 
Equation (31) • therefore^ .relates 3Y/3T at any 
temperature T to the moisture characteristic measurements at 
temperature T • 
R 
The observed Increase in the hydraulic conductivity 
as temperatures Increase can be adequately accounted for by 
the decrease in the viscosity of water (63*69]|« or 
K(T) = c/y(T) 
<f8 
Thus* i f h y d r a u l i c c o n d u c t i v i t y measurements are made 
a t tempera ture T R f 
K(T) = KCT R )CuCT R ) /»CTH (32) 
Substituting equations (31) and (32) into the 
definition of the thermal liquid diffusivity* one obtains 
0 = K3V/3T s 0 (T >£y(TR)a(T)/a(T >y(T)] (33) 
»here 0 (TR) = Y<(TR) *<rR>« 
Therefore* the variation of the thermal liquid 
diffusivity with temperature can be determined by the 
temperature dependence of the surface tension-viscosity 
ratio* This has been verified by Jackson C691. 
Isothermal vapor Diffusivity 
The relative humidity* h* of the air-water vapor 
mixture in the spaces between soiI,particles is related to 
the potentiaIt ¥» and temperature by f.323 
h « Expi^g/RT) 
As noted e a r l i e r * a h / a i = £ * so t h a t 
dh/de = ( g / R T ) E x p ( f g / R T ) 3 y / 3 T ) = ( h g / R T ) a * / a 8) 
and therefore 
<»9 
D*h,s «o 1 3
v h P s 3
/ P 2 RT)ar /a9 ) T 
where 3T/39) i s the slope of the moisture charac te r is t i c 
curve at temperature T* 
The modified molecular d i t f fus iv i ty D13 i s the product 
of the d i f f u s i v i t y of water vapor in a i r * 0 , . * the 
atm 
volumetric air content o1f the medium* a* and a tortuosity 
factor* a* 
0,o s aaO . 13 atm 
Based on Kinetic theory and a survey of experimental 
data* de Vries and Kruger £150 3 proposed the use of 
0 = 0*217<P / P M T / T ^*88 Cfl2/s for 273K<T<373K <3M 
atm 0 ° 
for the diffusivity of water vapor in air* Here T = 273K 
0 
and P Q s l atm* Since the total pressure in the medium is 
assumed constant* 0 . is a function of temperature only. 
atm 
The dependence of the rate of diffusion upon porosity 
is accounted for by the factor aa« Penman £1113 and 
van Bavel tl<^3 concluded that there exists a. constant ratio 
between the diffusivity of gases and vapors in a porous 
medium and the diffusivity in a gaseous phase* For a 
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porosity* e» less than about 0*7 the numerical value of the 
constant is approximately a= 0.66. Thus in a dry porous 
medium 
b\it i f the medium i s p a r t i a l l y saturated e must be replaced 
by the apparent porosity* i«e« the volumetric a i r content* 
a* Hence 
0 1 3 = a a O a t | n . 
The factor a is called the tortuosity since it 
accounts for the extra length traveled by gases or vapors 
due to the tortuous path in the porous medium* 
Philip and de Vries U 1 5 ] , Rollins* et a! (122] and 
others also include a term P/(P-P;il called the "mass flow 
factor" which is derived on the basis of steady diffusion in 
a closed system between an evaporating source and a 
condensing sink. However,, use of this factor would lead to 
an unreasonable result in the range of temperatures close to 
* 
373K. This term is not included in 0 because* as Luikov 
8v 
186] has stated* 
In the expression for vapor diffusion flow no 
correction is introduced into the molar transfer (Stefan 
flow) since the conditions for diffusion of vapor in a 
capl11ary-poroJS body are different from the conditions 
for diffusion of vapor in a boundary layer with 
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evaporation of liquid froi a free surface* 
The Isothermal vapor dlffuslvlty 1st therefore* 
8v atnrs 2 j (35) 
where 0 . Is defined by (3^)» atm 
With the results of the preceeding paragraphs the 
thermal vapor dlffuslvlty can oe written as 
D_ » CaaO A vh/p«T)d(p TI/dT 
atm 
(36) 
Philip and de Vrles 1115] regard moisture movement 
due to a temperature gradient as a series-parallel flow 
through regions of vapor and liquid. In describing this 
process they choose to replace a by the product cf(9)* 
where 
average temperature gradient,In air-filled pores 
Zs overall temperature gradient 
and 
t(9) = 
for Q<9 K 
atl+8/(e-6K)] for 6<9| 
No tortuousity is included here because the effect of 
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tortuosity is accounted for in the factor c« 
Hence* the thermal vapor diffusivlty is defined as 
DT s f|9)(cD ^ vh/p2TJd(p T)/dT (37) 
Tv atm * s 
The factor 5 can be calculated by the method of de Vrles 
(l<*a9l<f9]. 
Summary of Governing Equations 
At this point It is helpful to summarize the the 
results of the preceding paragraphs* 
Conservation of Mass 
Upon substituting equations (21)9 (2<t) and (29) Into 
equation (15)* the conservation of mass equation for soil 
moisture becomes 
Cl + t(e-9)p hg/(p,RT) ] C3'F/38)_-p#.h/p,>a89/3t (38) 
s * i s *- e-
• t h ( e - 8 2 > / p 2 J ( d p / a D a T / a t 
= V-C0eV82>0 VT1 
Conservation of Energy 
Similarly* the conservation of energy equation 
becomes 
CC+h21(e-92)h dp /dTJ 8T/3t (39) 
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•CCh 2 1 ( E - » 9 2 ) P s h g / R T J ( 3 1 ' / 3 e J T - h 2 i P s h > 3 8 / 3 t 
s V.(XVT> * Cp2h^,0Q 79) • C,p9<D-V8+0TVT>•7T 
where D« = Iso thermal moisture d l f f u s i v i t y = DQA • 0Q 
Dj « Thermal moisture d i f f u s i v i t y = D.^ • D-r 
O0 = K O ¥ / 8 9 ) T 
0 T = K O f / 3 T ) Q 
D 9 v S ^ a v O a t m h p s g / p 2 R T ) 3 Y / a 9 ) T 
0 T v s C f ( 8 ) c v O a t m h / p 2 T ] d ( p s T I / d T 
X = Effective thermal conductivity •« X *p9h910_. 
* z Z 1 Tv 
Boundary Condi tions 
The boundary conditions for the problem under 
discussion consist of the following* 
(a! The temperature and moisture content of the soil 
very far removed from the caole surface are essentially 
unaffected. These conditilons are 
T(rft) = T at r=r <W3> 
init inf 
6<rtt» = G at r=r Ul> 
init inf 
(b) The cable surface is assjmed to be impermeable 
5k 
to BOisture so that the net flux of moisture at the cable 
surfacet rQ, is taken to be zero* 
Jm
 s -P2<DgV9 • 0TVTJ = G at r^r (kl) 
Cc) The heat transfer ratet q** Is specified at the 
cable surface and is related to the heat flux at the surface 
by 
q- = Z-nrq" at r=r„ Cfc3) 
c 
Froa equation (16) qn is given by 
q " = - A vT • h j j j • h 2 J 2 
* - XVT • h 2 1 J ! • h Jra 
At the cable surfacet the last tern in the above equation is 
zero as a result of (kZi • Substituting the definition of "] x 
from equation (29) one obtains 
> = - < » , • P 2 » 2 1 O T V » VT - p2h21oevve 
= -XVT - P2h21o9vve 
Therefore 
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q* « -ZirrC X7T • P? f» 2 i0 r t Vo l at r*r (M) 
2 Zl ev c 
Interface Conditions 
When the soil adjacent to the surface of the heat 
source dries out a drying front Mill begin to propagate into 
the surrounding soil* The location of the front at aty 
tine* t* separates a moist region from a region which is 
considered to be dry* The moisture content of the dry 
region Mill not be zero but some minimum value 9 . due to 
m m 
the presence of adsorbed surface Mater* This condition is 
written as 
min c front 
The heat transfer in the dry region is therefore due to 
conduction only* and the last term on the right hand side of 
( W is zero* 
Two conditions may be derived for the interface to 
complete the specification of the problem with a moving 
boundary present* 
Referring to Figure 3* the net flux of moisture iito 
the* control volume must equal the net flux of moisture out 
of the control volume plus tie time rate of change of 
moisture in the control volume* m * or 
cv 




I q"cond, out 
jm, out 
wet region 
at 9 2 
Figure 3. Control Volume for Interface Conditions 
Here* 
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U/ (2 f fLr )]3<m ) / 3 t = ( a J -m )/C2 i rLr^ dt) 
f ront cv cv, t+dt cv , t f ront 
s VdtCP.8 . • p . l e - e . ) « i P . e ^ + P , ( e - 8 0 ) 3 > / d t 
2 m i n 2 mm 2 2 1 2 
= - fP 2 -P 1»ir<s 2 -e | B l n> 
The moisture flux in the dry region is taken to be zero so 
that 
1 * VC8 -e . ) (p -p ) 
,m,out 2 m m wz wi 
where V represents the ve loc i ty of propagation of the f ront* 
-*• 
Mlth the definition of i * this condition may be written 
mi 
- J m / p 2 s D e V 9 * D T V T ' - v t 9 2 - 8 m i n
) < 1 - p i / , ) 2 ) a t >=rfront u s > 
An energy balance for the control volume states that the 
heat conducted into the control volume is equal to the sum 
of the heat conducted out of the control volume and the time 
rate of change of energy of the control volume. Thus* 
•*• - • • + • . ' • • - + • 
qcond,in ~ qcond,out * hlJl,out;'* h2J2,out 




t l / (2TrLr<. . ) ] 3 Cum > / 3 t = VCu 2 p 2 9 m . + u l P , ( e - 9 . > f r o n t cv Z K Z min x l min 
- C u ^ ^ e ^ i ^ p j ( e - 0 ) ] > 
s -VC8 - 8 . ) ( u p - u p I 1 mm 2 2 * * 
Substituting into the energy balance equation and 
eliminating V with the use of (<*6) one obtains 
- * • - » • • * • - * • 
q" _, . sq- _, *h, J *h J 
cond,in cond,out l i,out 2 2,out 
- 1 (h p - h p >/<p -p ) 
m.out 2 2 1 1 2 1 
q" *h J -3 (h p - h p l / ( p -p ) 
out 2 m,out m,out 2 2 1 1 2 1 
s <T •] <P »* /<P -P >> 
out m,out 1 21 2 Ki 
where h 2
= u2 a n d hi = ui n a v e oeei used* Thus 
X7T) s € t»7> 
r s rfront . 
CXVT*(p p jh /(p -p jll. (0 78+D VT) 1 + 
z 1 Zl z l 8 T r-r f r o n t 
When a drying front Is present in the soil equations 
<<f5> and (**7> replace equations (**2> and (*•<•> at the 
location of the front. Onice the temperature and moisture 
content distributions have tteen determined for time tt the 




NONDIMENSIONALIZED EQUATIONS AND 
ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ANALYSIS 
In this section the governing equations (38) and (39) 
are nondimensionaiized in their general form* They are t^ien 
slnplitied through an ordler-of-magnitude analysis in a later 
section* 
The moisture content is normalized with respect to 
the moisture content at saturation 9 -e* 
s 
X»80Cr*t>/9 = 6 Cr*t)/e 
2 S 2 
With this definition* the normalized moisture content ranges 
from zero at extreme dryness to unity at saturation. 
To simplify the form of the heat flux boundary 
condition* the temperature is nondimensionaiIzed with 
respect to the heat flux at the cable surface* the initial 
temperature* and the thermal conductivity of the dry soil. 
T*-2TTX (T(r,t)-T.)/q# 
o • 
The dry thermal conductivity* A * is of the order of 
1 mcal/cm-s-°C. With T.*233K and T (r*t)=373K, the 
i max 
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dloensionl ess teraperature in the range of interest for 
moisture movement is 
T* s2.37Vqa 
max 
where qa has units of W/cnu The heat flux levels of 
interest Mill generally be in the range of *5 to 2 W/cw 




and therefore T ranges from zero initially to T • 
max 
The radial coordinate* r9 is nondimensionalized with 
respect to r. .t the location at which the temperature aid 
inf 
moisture content remain essentially unaffected by the 
presence of the heat source* 
R=r/r. _. 
inf 
In addition* the Fourier number for the problem under 
discussion is defined as 
Fo= at/r? -
o i nf 
where a0 is the thermal diffusivity of the dry porojs 
medium. 
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Since only radial variations are considered* the del 
operator becomes 
7 s *r1nf'p1nf,8/8r * " " W * ' 3 * = , 1 / r inf" 
and terms such as V-(KV( )) become 
V-CKVC ) ) s < i / r ) L . f r K 3 / 3 r ) s < l / r 2 R>* (RK3/3R) 
3 R inf 3 R 
Conservation of Hass 
The conservation of mass equation (381 is of the form 
A l 3 9 2 / 3 t>A23T/3ts7«(A3V9 + Alf7TJ 
Introducing the nondimensionalized variables* one 
obtains 
Co A i e / r
2 )3X/3Fo • <a • A2Cf/<2irX r
2 ) ) 3 T * / 3 t 0 inf ° ° inf 
= Ct / r 2 >V*£A3eyX*<AJfq*/2TrX )?T*1 
i n f o 
or d e f i n i n g Q=qV2 
Ax3X/3Fo • CA2Q/e)3T*/3Fo IkQ) 
V - I ( A . / a >?<*(A.a/a e>VT*l 3 • o ** o 
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Equation (<*6) is the dimension! ess form of the 
conservation of mass equation* the coefficients of which 
Mill be discussed subsequently* 
Conservation of Energy 
The energy equation <39> Is of the form 
B^T/at • B2332/3t = V-(B3VT) 
• V-CB^B) • CB5V9*B67T1«VT 
In terms of the dimension!ess variables* this becomes 
CBaQa / r ? _ )3T* /3Fo •• <B,eo / r f x 1 3 X / 3 F O o i n f 2 o Tnf 
•?' XJV- <B3dVT*) • < i / r ? . 
i n f * i n f 
s C i / r ; . . ^ ! ? ( B 3 d ? T )  ( r f - IV-CB^eVX) 
• CQ/r? ^ l lSceVX+BcQVT*] -?! 1 
i n f 3 b 
2 
Upon m u l t i p l y i n g each term by r . f / ( t y 0 one o b t a i n s 
<B, /C >3T* /3Fo «• CB2e/C QJ3X/3FO- U9> 
1 o * • o . 
s ?« [CBo /X ) V T * 3 • ? « £ < B u e / X Q ) ? X ] 3 o o 
• £(B 5e/X >?X+<3cQ/X )?r*l-?T* 0 o D o 




Sone of the dimension less groups which appear in 
equations (<td) and (̂ 9) Kith the A. and B. from equations 
(38) and (39) are defined as fallows!) 
Le^a^/D- Lewis number based on the isothermal o g 
moisture diffusivlty 
* 
Le-a /D_ Lewis number based on the isothermal 
o Qv 
vapor diffusivJlty 
Kosh2iPie/QC (Cossovich number C86J A i A o 
Pns0TQ/0fte A form of the Posnov number £861 
based on the thermal and Isothermal moisture 
diffusivities 
Unnamed Dimension!ess Groups 
n*D /CavO )-p,/p2 
0v atm . 
5*ChQ<e-e9)/p9Jdp /dT 
5sp c e/C 
Pz ° 
Summary of Equations 
Mlth these definitions* equations (̂ 8) and (<*9) may 
be rewritten as 
<i*n>3X/3FQ • £3T*/3Fo = ? •£ (¥X*Pn?T*) /Le] (53) 
(C/C •Ko0 3T*/3Fo.-«• Kon3X/3Fo = ?«t(X/A )?T*1 (5i) 
o o 
• .?•! (Ko/Le)?X]l • (6/Le) (7X*»Pn?T*) -?T* 
6<» 
Order of Magnitude Analysis 
In this section an order of magnitude analysis is 
performed on equations (501 and (51)« The purpose of t^e 
analysis is to determine *hich of the terms and 
dimensioniess groups have the most significant effect on the 
heat transfer and moisture movement in the soil* In wiat 
follows* the notation OCZ) denotes "the order of magnitude 
of Z." 
The order of magnitude of the terms appearing in 
equations (50) and (51) Mill be discussed next, with 
equation (51) being considered first* 
Coefficient C/C 
' o 
The volumetric specific heat of the moist soil, 
neglecting the contribution due to air, is defined as 
C = C 0 » c 1 P 2 8 1 * c 2 P 2 9 2 
=eo*c2p29*tc1-c2)p2e1 
I 
Since c is less than c an upper limit on the specific heat 
is obtained by writing 
C»C •c9P9B 





when C is in cal/cm3-°C. o 
An approximate expression for the specific heat of 
dry soil is given by de fries Cl<*9] 
C =0.*f6x >0.6flx̂  cal/c«3-°C o m o 
Mhere xm is the volume fraction of soil minerals and xM is 
m o 
the volume fraction of organic material* 
When the soil is completely dry x *x =i-e where e is 
the porosity of the soil* Generally the amount of organic 
matter present in the soil is small so that the specific 
heat of dry soil can be approximated by 
C - 0«t6Cl-e) 
o 
and therefore 
C/C = l + e / C 0 . < f 6 ( l - e > > 
I f the s o i l i s comple te ly dry 9=0 and C / C Q = 1 . I f the 
s o i l i s comple te ly s a t u r a t e d 9=e and 
C/C = i + e / ( 0 * 4 6 « l « e ) ) 
o 
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Maximum values of soil porosity are seldom greater that 0.7 
so that 
C/C ) =6.07 
o max 
Thjs C/C is 0(1) in the completely dry state and 0(10) if 
o 
the soil is saturated* 
Kossovich Number 
The Kossovich number is defined as 
Ko - n21P2e'<QCo> 
The density of the liquid is about 1 g/cin3 and the 
latent heat h21 is approximately 2«*fl0
6 J/kg or 570 cal/g 
over the range of temperatures of interest. Using 
C =0«**6Ci-e) c a l / c m 3 - ° C f one o b t a i n s o 
Ko = O C i 2 * f 0 e / ( Q C l - e p j ° c " 
Since q* will generally be in the range 0»5<q'<2» it 
follows that the range of Q is 2Q«Q<103 and thus 3<Ko<15 for 
Ion porosity soils and 30«KO<150 for very porous soils* 
Coefficient g 
The dimensionless paraieter £ is defined as 
K = thQ«e-92)/P2eldp /dT 
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In the range of temperatures 273K<T'<373K the maximum 
v a l u e (see Appendix E) of dp /dT=0*02 k g / a 3 - K at 373K and 
s 
- *t 3 
the minimum va lue of dp $ / dT -3« iO Kg/n -K a t 273K* 
The relative humidity of the soil ranges from zero at 
extreme dryness to unity at moderately moist conditions* 
But <e-92) attains its maximum value of e at extreme dryness 
Mhen hs0 and the reinimum value of zero after h has attained 
a value of unity* 
Even though the maximum values Mill not occur 
simultaneously, a limiting value of £ may be calculated 
using the maximum possible values of the parameters* 
[111 ( e l ( *02kg/m 3 -K) (100°C) ( 1 0 3 g / k g ) (1 g /cm 3 l e ( I D 6 c m 3 / m 3 I 
Of course e . =0(0)• 
m m 
With these results* the relative orders of magnitude 
of the terms in the coefficient,of 3T/3Fo in the energy 
equation can be compared* 
KC/C )/(Ko£>3 s (C/C > /«Ko£> -»- • 
0 max ° max mi n 
and 
t (C/Cn )/(KoSU = (C/C > /(Ko£) * 0(3) 
0 min ° min max 
=O(2«10"3) 
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Normal p o r o s i t i e s a re u s u a l l y about <-=Q»35 f o r Mhich 
C(C/C !)/<KoO 3 . - 0 ( 1 5 ) 
o nnn 
This leads to the conclusion that C/C >>Koe for most 
o 
cases or Ko£ is negligible compared to C/C • 
o 
Coefficient n 
The dimension I ess parameter n is defined as 
D s 0 /CovO ) • p,/p 
8v atm 1 2 
Typical maximum values of 0n are summarized in Table 
8v 
2* These maximum values of 0 occur in a very narrow range 
of moisture contents in the dry region* The maximum value 
i is taken to be () 
0v Swnax 
The minimum value of 
is o«22 cm2/sec. The factor v has been defined as 
of D„ =0(10" cm /s)« 
The minimum value of 0 . from equation (3*f> at 273K 
atm 
v « p/i(p-pi)+piM1/M33 
and the minimum value of v is unity* Taking a=0»56» tie 
maximum value of the first term of n is 
[D /(avD . )) = 0 . /(avO ) . = 0(lO"2) 
0v atm max 0v.max atm min 
At 273K« where D occjrs* p /p =0(10~5> and is 
atm,mm l 2 
Table 2« Typical Maximum Values of 0. 
6v 
Source S o i l Type °8v»max 
cm / s -
P h i l i p [ 112 ] Yolo 1 i g h t c l a y <1D"^ 
deVr ies t U f S j medium sand 
Gee £523 Palouse s i l t loam <m" 
Jury 1731 P l a i n t i e l d sand • < i o - * 
F r i t t o r w Webster s i l l t y 
<2 x 1Q"3 e t » a l i t*e] c l a y loam 
7Q 
negligible compared to the first term of n• Therefore 
n SOCIO"2) and n . + 0. 'max m m 
With this result and tie preceding results* the order 
of magnitude of the term?; on the left hand side of equation 
(51) can be compared. 
OCCC/C0+Ko£> O T * / 3 F o ) / I K o n 3 X / 3 F o ) J 
s OCC/C ) 0 ( T * ) / C 0 ( K o n ) 0<XM 
0 
From the results obtained thus far the minimum value 
of the term can be written as 
OC(C/C n ) /CKon) l . = 0 £ ( C / C n ) / ( K o n ) ] =0 (70) 0 mm ° mm max 
For normal p o r o s i t y s o i l s ( e - 0 . 3 5 ) 
Ot (C /C ) / ( K o n ) J . = 0 ( 3 ) 
o mm 
Thus for soils with e<0«*» the order of magnitude of 
the above ratio is 0(10) or less* In other words* for such 
soils the value of Kon will not exceed 10 percent of C/C 
o 
and under these conditions the second terra on the left hand 
side of equation (51) can be neglected in comparison to the 
first term. 
Among those coefficients on the right hand side of 
71 
equation (51) is X/X whllch is expected to dominate the heat 
transfer process inder normal conditions. The minimum value 
of this term occurs when extreme dryness is encountered and 
As 
X/X ) . = 1 
0 m m 
Furthermore, ^O(i0"3 cal/cm-s-°C) C1^93. 
The remaining terns on the right hand side of (51) 
Mill be compared with the first* 
0£V-((X/X )7T*)+?«((Ko/Le)VX)1 " QtX/X„ • Ko/Lel o o 
To determine if the second term is significant the maximum 
value of Ko/Le can be compared to X/X • 
o 
Using results obtained previously 
Ko/Le) = KoDQ C /X ) = O(570e/Q) = 0(3) max 0v o o max 
* 
This maximum value of Ko/Le occurs in the narrow range of 
moisture contents where Dn reaches a maximum* At higher or 
0v 
* 
lower moisture contents* the value of Ko/Le drops sharply* 
Therefore* the term in equation (51) containing Ko/Le can t>e 
neglected except in a narrow range of moisture contents in 
the dry region* 
Comparing the last term of equation (51) 
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0C?« <X /X 0 )VT* I«M6/Le ) <?X*PnVT*>•VT*J 
= OCX/X «-<6/Le Cl+PriH 
o 
so that for typical soils 
Pn * O-Q/CD-e) = 0(3QD_/DQ> 1 u T o 
Examination of typical curves of 0 and 0 versus 
T o 
moisture content I<»8*52»73»ll2»l«feJ reveals that DT
<<0« 
T o 
except in a very small range of moisture contents within 
which a characteristic "dip" in the value of 0 occurs* 
The dip separates what is essentially a liquid dominated 
range of moisture contents from one dominated by vapor. In 
the vicinity of the dip, o_ and o have comparable orders of 
T 8 
magnitude and the value oif Pr% reaches a maximum 
Pn « 0C3Q) = say 0(300) 
max 
At greater or lesser moisture contents* Pn is always less 
than this value* Only at high moisture contents is Pn<<i so 
that it becomes neglIgible compared to unity* 
Coefficient 6/Le 
The term 6/Le is defined as 
6/Le s (p„c e/C 1 (0 /a J = (p.c e/X >DQ 2 p 2 o 0 0 2 p 2 o e 
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*O(103eO ) 
where Ofl has units of cm'/sec* 
Thus the maximum value of ( /Le)(l+Pn) occurs at the 
"dip" in the 0Q curve where* typically t52*73*112*i<*8]» 
D Q S O U O " 1 ) and Pn<l so that 
CC«/Le >Pnl = 0(10**) 
max 
in a narrow range of low moisture contents* This value in 
equation (51) is multiplied by the square of the temperature 
gradient* the result being a large positive quantity which 
would cause a rapid temperature rise* This same term in 
equation (50)* however* could produce a large negative 
quantity which would be associated with rapid drying of the 
medium* 
At high moisture contents where Pn approaches zero* 
Pn<<l and 5/Le attains a large value* But in this case the 
term is coupled with the product of the gradients of 
temperature and moisture content and therefore represents a 
negative quantity* or cooling* Likewise* the net effect in 
equation (50) would be that of an increase of moisture* 
Thus it is concluded that in the range of moisture 
contents of greatest Interest to this study the third aid 
fourth terms on the right hand side of equation (51) must oe 
retained* and the latter may have significant influence on 
7k 
the heat transfer in the soil surrounding the heated cable* 
Therefore* the order of magnitude analysis of the 
energy equation leads to the following simplified forms of 
equation (51) 
(C/CQ)3T /3Fo = 7 •£ (A/AQ)7T*J • ?• t (Ko/Le) 7X 1 (52) 
• (6/Le) (7X+Pn7T*) «7T* 
tor the low moisture contents and 
(C/C0)3T*/3Fo s y-CCA/A0>7T*> * (6/Le)7X-?T* (53) 
for very high moisture contents* Next the analysis is 
extended to the conservation of mass equation (5Q)« 
The conclusions reached about the behavior of Pn aid 
1/Le in the preceding paragraphs lead to the following 
simplified forms of the conservation of mass equation (50) 
3X/3FO • C3T*/3F"o = 7« [ (1/Le) (7X+Pn?T*) 3 C5<f) 
for the low moisture contents and 
3X/3FO = 7«£(l/Le)7XJ (55) 
for very high moisture contents. 
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Equation (551 Is the nondlmenslonalized form of the 
familiar Oarcy equation* 
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CHAPTER VII 
GENERAL NUMERICAL SCHEME 
An implicit finite difference scheme was selected for 
the numerical solution of the governing equations* 
Since the problem Is formulated in cylindrical 
coordinates* terms such as 
Cl/R) -|^IKR 3V/3RJ 
arise in the governing equations* Here* K represents any of 
the variable properties and V represents either 
dimension!ess temperature or moisture content* Such terms 
are expanded as follows before applying the difference 
equations! 
(1/R1> -ffftKR 3V/3R3 
« KC3 V/3R2 + ( 1 / R ) I 1 * ( R / K ) 3 K / 3 R J 3 V/3R> 
The usual three-point finite difference replacements 
for the derivatives are used* 
3 2 V/3R 2 = ( V . x l - 2 V . ^ . >/AR
2 • 0<AR2> (56) 
1+ 1 1 1 - 1 
3VOR s CV. - V . ) /2AR • 0(AR 2 ) 
1 + 1 1 - 1 
I f Me l e t 
dK. s 1 + ( R . / K . ) £ K . ^ -K . 1/2AR 
l l l 1+1 l - l 
the general term may be w r i t t e n i n f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e f o r a 
C i / R ) l - t K R 3 V / 3 R ] . = K.CCV. - 2 W + \ / . >/AR +0<AR > 
3R 1 1 1+1 1 1 - 1 
•CV. L -V . >dK./(2R.AR> +0CdK.AR
2)> 
1+1 l - l l l l 
* (K. /AR 2 >C\ / . < l - A R d K . / 2 % . ) * 2 V . + V . U+ARdK. /2R. )> 
1 1 -1 1 1 1 1+1 1 1 
= CK./AR2)CV. ( 1 -C 1-2V.+V. U + C „ . > J +0CK.AR2) 
1 l - i Kli 1 l + i Kl 1 
where C . = ARdK./2R.« 
Kl 1 1 
Governing Equations 
With these definitions* the energy equation 
A3T*/3Fo = 7-(B?r*)+?-CE?X )+CC7X+DVT*)*7T* 
where A, B» C» D» and E reoresent the coefficients 
equation (-52)» is written in finite difference form as 
ft.(T%T*S/AF0 = CB^AR^CT^ (l-CBil-ZT**Tt (l*CBi)> 
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• CE./AR^CX. U-C r. >«2X.+X.^ Cl+Cr.)l l l-i • El l i + i El 
• <C, /*AR*ICX.. -X, + O.CT* -1* ) XT* -T* ) 
1 1 + 1 1-1 1 1 + 1 1-1 1 + 1 l-l 
•OCA.AFo+B.AR2> 
Defining P = AFo/AR2f 
* * n * * * 
T. » T. M B . P / A . . I C T . ( i - C D . ) - 2 T . + T _ ( i + C n . ) > 
l i l l l - i Bi l i + i Bi 
• (E.PZA.)CX. Cl-CL. >-2X.+X. (1+C . ) > 
l l l - l Ei l i + i El 
• <C.P/*fA. )CX. -X . +D.CT* - T * )><T* - T * ) 
1 1 1+1 1-1 1 1+1 l - l l + i l - i 
Upon r e a r r a n g i n g t h i s becomes 
T* CCC. O.PAA. ) CT* - r * ) * ( B . P / A . ) ( 1 - C . ) ) (58 ) 
i - i i i l l + i i - i l i Bi 
• X. C(C.P/^A. ) IT* - r t J - C E . P / A . ) C l -c . )> 
i - i i i i + i i - i i i Ei 
• T *C i+2B .P /A .> + X .C2E .P /A .> 
1 1 1 i l l 
• T* O<C.0 .P /« *A . ) <T* - T * ) » ( B . P / A . ) ( 1 + C . ) > 
l + l l l l l + i l - i 1 l Bi 
• X. C - C C . P / ^ A . ) ( T * - T * ) - C E . P / A . ) C i + C ) } = T * n 
l + l l l l + i l - i l l El l 
The finite difference form of the conservation of 
mass equation 
3X/3F0 + H9T*/&Fo = ?• (F7X) + ?- (G?T*) 
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Mhere H« F* and 6 represent the coefficients in equation 
(5t»)« can be written as 
T * . 1 C - C 1 P C 1 - C Q 1 ) > + X ^ j C - F j P f l - C p j U . (59) 
• T*CH.j+ ZGjP> + Xjtl+ZFjPy 
• T i * + i £ . C 1 P C i * C G 1 1 1 • X. + i < . F . P C l ^ F 1 ) > = X ^ H . T * " 
Equations (58) and (59) are cojpled equations of the form 
1 * 2 1 * 9 1 * 7 1 
a t T . +a7X. • b . T . + b - T X . + c t T * +c .X .^ = d! (60 ) 
1 1-1 l 1-1 1 1 l i l i +1 l i + i i 
3 * U 3 ** 3 * U 2 
a , T * +a.X. •b:T.<H>:x.+c:.T.J L + c ! x . ^ = df 
1 l - l l i - i i i l i l li + l l l + i i 
N pairs of siraulltaneous equations such as those in 
(60) result when the finite difference equations are written 
for the N nodes at which solutions are desired. These N 
pairs of equations can be solved quickly using the 
bitrldiagonal algorithm tl<t5aJ» . 
Since property values Bjst be calculated at unknown 
temperatures and moisture contents and since the term 
* * 
(T.. «T. ) appears in the finite difference equations* it 
l+i l-l 
is necessary to use an iterative scheme for the solution of 
(58) and (59)» Properties are first evaluated at 
temperatures T.n and moisture contents X1? and next updated 
l l 




The boundary conditions of equations (̂ O)t (<tl)« (k2) 
and (<•«•) are written as 
IF?X--*G7T*]D D =0 (61) 
K-Kc 
C8VT%EV*] D D = - l / R (62) 
K-K c c 
T * ( l f F o ) = 0 (63 ) 
X f i . F o ) = 9.../e ( 6 * ) 
i n n 
These c o n d i t i o n s a r e put in f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e form i n the 
f o l l o w i n g manner* 
The energy equat ion a t t h e cab le s u r f a c e * node I t i s 
A3T* /3Fo) = f l / R . ) l_CBRaT?aR>], (65) 
1 \ aT r 
• ( l /R , )L . (ER3X/aR) 1 
1 aR 1 
• ( 5 / L e ) O X / 3 R * P n a T * / a R ) i 1 O ^ / a R l l j . 
The l a s t term i n t h i s equat ion i s ze ro as a r e s u l t of (61) • 
Expanding B R 3 T * / 3 R ) J ^ • ER3X/3R) l l g about node 1 , one 
o b t a i n s * 
BR3T*/3R)1^ • ERaX/aRl^s BR3T* /aR) 1 • ERaX/aR^ 
• (AR/2)C i - ( B R 8 T * / a R ) ] . • 1 ~ (ER9 X/aR) J. J * U ( A R 2 ) 
aR * aR l 
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Using (62) and (63) this becomes 
BRai^/aRI^-•ER3X/3R)1j= -!•( AR/2) £RX A3T*/3Fo) x J • 0(AR ) 
Inserting the usual finite difference replacements for the 
derivatives* the result is 
CBRl.Crr -T? !•• -CERl.fX* -X, ) - -AR ^(T 2 , I <£R)1%( 2
• CRjA/ZPMT* - I * " ) •OCAR3) 
Rearranging* the final form is 
* * Tj I1«>2P(BR^ ] /R1A13 r» J 2 J[2PI8R) l J /R1 Ax 3 (65) 
•X 2 I2P(ER) l^/R1A : i3 -X,, C2P(ERI /R 1 A 1 1 = T *
n * a^AR/RjAj 
The f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e form of the conserva t ion of 
mass equat ion at the cab le s u r f a c e i s ob ta ined by f i r s t 
* 
expanding FRaX/aR)^ • GR3T / 9 R ) , about node ! • 
FR3X/3R)^ • GR3T /3R) l 3 = FR3X/3R) j • G R 3 T . / 3 R ) 1 
• (AR/2)C i _ ( F R 3 X / 3 R ) 1 , • i - ( G R 3 T * / 3 R U , > + 0(AR ) 
3R x 3R * 
Using (61) and the conservation of mass equation this 
becomes 
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FRax/aR ĵg • SRawaR)^ = (AR/ZM^ax/aFo^ ] *O(AR2) 
Inser t ing the f i n i t e d i f ference replacements and 
combining termst the f ina l form is 
T* (ZPCGR^Rj l • J*2 ^ P I G R ^ ^ ! (57) 
• X2 Ci*2P(FRl l j /R 1 - X2 C2P(FRI lJ/R1l=X^ +0( AR'AFo) 
Error Analysis 
A br ie f discussion of the consistency* s t a b i l i t y and 
convergence of the f i n i t e d i f ference scheme is appropriate 
at t h i s point* 
In the development of the f i n i t e di f ference forms of 
the energy equation (581> and the conservation of mass 
equation (59) the truncatjlon errors of the f i n i t e d i f ference 
equations Mere shown to be* respect ively* 
0CA.AFo«-8.AR2J and OCAFo+AR2(F.+G)J 
1 1 1 1 
Since the truncation error tends to zero as AFo*AR-»- 0 
in both cases* the implicit replacement analogs are 
consistent with the governing equations* 
As a matter of convenience* the discussion of 
stability will be limited to the simplified forms of 
eqjations (58) and (59)• These simplified forms (see 
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Results and Discussion) are 
T? , C- (B, P/A, 11 ( l - C R l . )J • T ? ( H - 2 B . P / A . ) (58) 
1~I 1 1 D 1 1 1 1 
• T J J J C - C B J P / A J I I H - C g j H - I * " 
and 
W - G . P C l - C g . M • T*<23.PI • T*+iC-G.P(l+Ce.)l (69) 
• X.. t-F\P{l.-Cp.n • X. (1+2F.P) 
• x1+it-F.P<i*C(:.n = x" 
The method of analysis is that of von Neumann as 
discussed by Carnahan* et at (15aK He assume that the 
variables are separable so that T*n = U(t)eJ6r and 
1 
x. = \ / ( t ) e r p and t h a t a t any t ime t a F o u r i e r expansion* 
j 8 r w i t h t y p i c a l t e r n e J P , of the s o l u t i o n s can be made* 
S u b s t i t u t i n g these expressions i n t o equat ions (68) and ( 6 9 ) t 
the f o r n s of U and V can be determined and s t a b i l i t y 
c r i t e r i a can be e s t a b l i s h e d * 
*n+1 i s r 
Denoting T. by U M t ) e J P • equat ion <68) becomes 
i r C e ' J 6 A r £ » ( B . P/A. ) ( i - C ) 1 * CH-2B.P/A.) 
i i Bn IT 
• e j e A r c-(B„ P/A. ) ( l * c . U J s U 
II i B i 
8<f 
A f t e r s i m p l i f y i n g , t h i s can be w r i t t e n as 
U'CH-(2B.P/A. ) t2S]LrT CBAR/2)-JC . S l n ( 0 A R ) . » = U (731 
l i Bi 
S i m i l a r l y * denotng X? + 1 by V ( t ) e J * r , equat ion (59) 
can be s i m p l i f i e d to the f o l l o w i n g 
U 'C2G 1 .P I2S in
2 ( 0AR/2 ) -JC G .S ln ($AR) ]> (71) 
• V C l * 2 F 1 . P l 2 S i n
2 ( B A R / 2 ) - J C F 1 S i n ( 3 A R > n - V 
Equations (70) and (71)' are of the form 
dill": * U 
t>i U* • boV* = V 
and can be solved fo U* and V* to obtain 
U' = Cl/ai)U 





- b 1 / a 1 b 2 1/b 
U 
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which is of the form a'=Aai where is the column vector 
whose elements are U and v. A is called the amplification 
matrix tl5al and for stability, the modulus of each 
eigenvalue Xx and A2 of the matrix A must not exceed 
unity* Thus* for stability we require* 
Jxjsi and |A2|$1 for all $• 
The eigenvalues of the amplification matrix are 
A . s i / a =C1 + C2B P/A IC2S in 2 ( f JAR/2 ) - jC S i n C B A R i n " 1 
1 x i i Bi 
and 
A 2 - l / b 5 = C l + 2 F . P C 2 S i n
2 ( 3 A R / 2 > « ] C _ . S i n < 3 A R > J J ~ 1 
*" 1 r 1 
For | A 1 | ^ l Me r e q u i r e 
t l * C « f B . P / A . ) S i n 2 C 3 A R / 2 ) J - J C 4 C2B . P/A . ) S in («AR) 1*1 
1 1 Bl l l ' 
or 
C C i + ( < f 8 . P / A . ) S i n 2 ( 3 A R / 2 ) ]24-t ( 2 B . P / A . ) C .Sin(3AR) ] 2 j \ l 
1 1 l l Bl 
Both terms in brackets are positive definite* and 
U 3 . P / A . ) S i n 2 < 3 A R / 2 ) $ Q so that I A , I $ 1 for a l l 3 . 
1 1 ' 1' 
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Similarly, it can be shown that U2I^1 for all 0 and 
stability of equations (68) and (69) is ensured. 
Thereforet stability and consistency of the finite 
difference forms of the simplified governing equations have 
been demonstrated* This, at least in the linear case, 
ensures convergence of the numerical scheme (85a3. 
Several different finite difference replacements of 
the boundary condition (62) were tested and (66) was fojnd 
to give the best numerical results* Equation (66) has a 
2 
truncation error of 0£R A ARAFo+AR J which goes to zero as 
AFOf AR-*- 0* 
The accuracy of the nuierical scheme can be judged to 
a certain degree by comparing the numerical solution of the 
equation 
3T*/3F0 a Ci/R) ™(R9T*/3R) (72) 
c>R 
with the exact solution (Appendix D). 
The equivalent forms of (66) and (66) were used for 
this comparison and results are presented in Table 3 as 
percent error of the exact solut ion for various Fo= a t / * 2 f 
PsAFo/AR and combinations of AR and R • The best overall 
c 
accuracy was obtained with P=2 and AR=R • 
For long-time solutions, r. x must be located 
sufficiently far away from the inner boundary so that the 
location does not significant!/ influence the solution* 
Table 3. Comparison of Numerical and Exact 
Equation (72) as Percent Error 
Solutions of 
2 x 1 0 " d 
a t / r z 
Node l x l O " 2 2 x l 0 " 2 1 x 1 0 - 1 
1 0#00<> - 0 . 9 0 - 0 . 9 6 - C . 9 0 
p s 2 2 1*33 0 . 0 1 - 0 . 1 6 - 0 . 2 6 
AR=R 3 1*69 0 . 2 7 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 1 1 
c i* 2»<f3 0«<»O 0 . 1 5 - 0 . 0 ^ 
1 1 . 9 5 0 » 1 S - 0 . 0 7 - C . 2 1 
p s 2 2 2 . V 7 0, .36 0 . 1 1 - 0 . 0 8 
AR=.5R 3 2 . 8 5 Qnk7 0 . 1 9 - 0 . 0 2 
c <» 3 * 1 9 0«>55 0.2<* 0 . 0 0 3 
1 - 3 . 9 6 - 3 . 0 8 - 2 . 8 2 - 2 . 3 5 
P=2 2 0 . 7 9 0 . 6 6 0 . 5 6 0.<fl 
AR=2R 3 Z.<*b 1 . 7 2 l .< f5 1.0% 
c «» 3*92! 2.<*3 2*01 1 . 3 9 
1 O.Stf - 0 . 7 6 - 0 . 9 0 - 0 . 8 9 
P = . 5 2 2 . 5 8 0 . 1 8 - 0 . 0 9 - C . 2 5 
AR=R 3 3 . 5 1 0.<*8 0.1<» - 0 . 0 9 
c k if«33 0 . 6 5 0*25 - 0 . 0 3 
1 - 1 . 7 0 - 1 . 1 6 - 1 . 0 8 - 0 . 9 2 
P*5 2 - 1 . 2 0 - 0 . 3 5 - 0 . 3 2 - 0 . 2 9 
A R=R. 3 - 1 . 2 9 - 0 . 1 6 - 0 . 1 3 - 0 . 1 3 
c if - 1 . 1 9 - 0 . 1 0 - 0 . 0 6 - 0 . 0 7 
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CHAPTER VIII 
NUMERICAL SCHEME WITH DRYING FRONT PRESENT 
When a drying front occurs in the soil it is 
desirable to follow the progress of the front and it becomes 
necessary to apply an energy balance and a mass balance at 
the front in order to natch the dry region and wet region 
solutions* 
The general procedjre is as follows* 
(a) Determine the time at which the soil adjacent to 
the cable surface reaches the minimum or dry moisture 
content and calculate the velocity of the ensuing front* 
<b) The front velocity is assumed to be constant 
throughout the next small time interval and the front is 
stepped forward into the dry medium a fixed small increment* 
With the new front location known* the time required to 
reach that location is calculated and used in step (c). 
(c) With the moisture content Known and assuming 
that negligible moisture changes occur in the dry region* 
solve the pure conduction equation in the dry region and the 
coupled equations in the wet region* matching the two 
regions through application of the interface conditions* 
(d) Once the solutions for both the wet region and 
dry region are Known* the new velocity of the front may be 
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calculated* Return to step (o) to continue calculations* 
Since the location of the moving boundary will not, 
In general* coincide with one of the nodes of the finite 
difference grid* a special set of difference equations must 
be developed for the nodes adjacent to the front* The 




Since the front progresses by fixed spatial 
increments* only two different situations may arise* The 
front will either be located between two nodes in the grid 
or It will coincide with a node location* The special 
fractional-step finite difference equations* then* are 
required only In the first instance* The fractional-step 
equations are derived as follows! 
Referring to Figure <f» SAR denotes the distance 
between node i and the moving boundary at time level n+1* 
The first partial derivative of the dependent 
var iab le V is evaluated t>f expanding V. and v. in a 
i+s i-i 
Taylor's series in R about node i. 
V. = V. •SAR3V/3R) + <S2AR2 /2 > 32Vf/3R2> +0<S33R3> (73) 
1+S 1 i i 
V. = V. -AR3V/3^)' . 4 - ( A R 2 / 2 ) 3 2 V / 3 ^ 2 ) +0(AR3 ) (7k} 
i - i i i i 


















Grid Division for Fractional-Step Difference 
Equations in Dry Region 
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Multiplying equation 17**) by S2? subtracting the 
result from equation (73) and rearranging? one obtains 
3V/3R). ĈV/.̂  -<l-S2>V.-sV. , 1/CS(1+S)AR]+0(SAR2) (75) 
1 1+S 1 1 - 1 
The second partial derivative of v is evaluated by 
nultiplying equation (7*>) by S and adding the result to 
equation (73)• After rearranging* one obtains 
3 2 V / 3 R 2 ) i s £ y i + s - ( l > S ) V i • S V i _ l l / t S ( S + l ) A R
2 / 2 ] + 0 ( A R ) (75) 
Equations (75) and (76)* with V replace by T 9 are 
the special finite difference equations required for the 
application of the conduction equation at a node adjacent to 
the moving boundary in the dry region* 
Wet Region 
In the wet region the fractional step SAR is shown in 
Figure 5« Expanding V. and ¥_•_ in a Taylor's series 
V.' = V. + AR3V/331) . + CAR2 /2) 32V/3R? .+CMAR3) (77) 
1 + 1 1 . 1 1 
V. = V.-SAR3V/3R) . + (S2 AR 2 / 2 )3 2 V/3R 2 ) i + 0 ( A R
3 ) (78) 
where V r e p r e s e n t s V e v a l u a t e d a t the moving boundary. 
i - s 
2 








Figure 5. Grid Division for Fractional-Step Difference 
Equations in Wet Region 
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(78) and r e a r r a n g i n g one o b t a i n s 
3 V / 3 R ) . = [ S 2 V _ - ( S 2 - 1 ) V . - V . l / C S ( S n ) A R ] (79) 
1 1+1 1 1-S 
Multiplying equation (721 by St adding equation (73) and 
rearranging* one obtains 
92V/3R2). = ISV.. -CS-HJV.-Mf. 1/CS(S*1)A.R2/21 (8Q) 
1 1 * 1 • 1 1 - ! > 
When the finite difference forms of the governing 
equations are used at the node adjacent to the moving 
boundary in the wet region* equations (79) and (80) replace 
equations (56) and (57)* respectively* with V replaced by T* 
or X* as appropriate* 
If the location of the front should coincide with a 
node* then equations (80)* (76)* (79)*and (75) are still 
used and the coefficient S» is assigned the value of unity* 
Interface Conditions 
The interface equation* («>7)* is used to supply the 
* 
additional equation required since T. . is unknown* The 
front 
finite difference equations (75) and (79)* as appropriate* 
are used to replace the first derivatives appearing in the 
eqjation. In this instance* subscript i would refer to tne 
location of the front* 
Finally* equation (<f6) is used to calculate the new 
velocity of the moving boundary* 
9<* 
CHAPTER IX 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Numerical simulations were conducted with the 
nondimenslonalized form of the governing equations to 
determine the influence of the various coefficients* The 
simulationst which were conducted for the sandy and sandy 
silt soils* consisted of two phases* First* the values of 
selected coefficients were reduced to zero individually* 
Secondly* the coefficients were* again individually* 
multiplied by a factor of ten* 
The numerical simulations were conducted for various 
initial moisture contents and surface heat transfer rates* 
Typical results are shown as percent error in Tables k and 5 
for sand and Tables 6 and 7 for the sandy silt* The symbol 
ET is the percent error in calculated surface temperature 
for the condition stated relative to the temperature 
calculated with the coefficients unchanged* The symbol £ 
is the percent error in calculated moisture content* Tde 
tables show that reducing Ko/Le to zero had no significant 
effect on either the moisture content distribution or the 
temperature distribution* Likewise* reducing 6/Le or Pn to 
zero in the energy equation or the coefficient 5 in the 
conservation of mass equation had no significant effect for 
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Table **• Effect of ProDerty Variations - Plainfield Sand 
Percent Error X. s0«i*f29 X. . =0.2i<*3 X. =.0.571d. 
mit imt init 
for q'=0.*f W/cm q#=1.5 W/cra q«=1.5 w/c* 
C o e f f i c i e n t £T £x V EX ET Ex 
6 / L e = 0 Q.G<» - 0 . 1 1 0 . 2 3 - 2 . 2 2 1 . 0 0 - 0 . 1 2 
i n E q . ( 5 2 ) 
Pn=0 - 0 • i) ^ 0 . 1 2 - 0 . 1 7 l.^fO - 1 . 1 0 0 . 1 3 
i n E q . C52) 
K o / L e * 0 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 
i n E q . ( 5 2 ) 
5 - 0 • 0 . 0 2 0 * 1 6 - 0 . 0 1 0 * 2 3 0 . 0 . 
i n E q . (5<0 
A l l a s - 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 7 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 8 0 . 
a b o v e = 0 
Table 5. Effect of Property Variations - Plainfield Sand 
P e r c e n t E r r o r X = 
i n i t 
0.1<f29 X a 
i n i t 
0.21<t3 X 
i n i t 
=0 .57lk 
f o r q#=0.«» W/cm q # - 1 . 5 W/cm q « = l . 5 W/cm 
C o e f f i c i e n t ET 
Ex ET Ex ET Ex 
5 / L e - 1 0 - 0 . 3 7 o.9a - 0 . 1 2 2 . 5 7 - 8 . 3 0 0 . 9 9 
i n E q . ( 5 2 ) 
Pn-10 0 . 3 6 - l . i a <f.55 * 1 1 . 1 7 - 1 . 2 6 
i n E q . ( 5 2 ) 
K o / L e - 10 0 . - 0 . 0 5 C. - 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 . 
i n E q . ( 5 2 ) 
c - i o 0 . 1 7 - 1 . 5 5 0 . 1 1 - 2 . 7 6 0 . 0 . 
i n E q . (5* f ) 
^Convergence difficulties with iterative solution 
Table 6* Effect of Property VarJlatlons • Sandy Silt 
Percent Error X. =0.398<* X. . s0.*f9*f2 
lmt mit 
for q*s0»5 W/cm q#=1.2 W/cm 
C o e f f i c i e n t £T Ex ET Ex 
«/Le*Q 3.10 -2.<f0 0.<»9 - 2 . 2 3 
I n Eq. (52) 
Pn*0 0 . 0 . 0* 0 . 
I n Eq. (52) 
Ko/Le=Q 0*93 1.30 0 . 0 .02 
I n Eq. (52) 
s=o 0 . 0 . - 0 . 0 3 0 . 2 3 
in Eq. 15k} 
A i l as 1*10 - a . 2 Q 0 .45 - ± • 9 1 
above-0 
Table 7. Effect of Property Variations - Sandy Silt 
Percent Error X. . =0.398<> X. • .' =0.^9^2 
i m t T n i t . 
fo r q*sQ.5 W/cm q*=1 .2 W/cm 
C o e f f i c i e n t £ Ex ET Ex 
6 / L e . l O - 1 . 2 2 11 .60 0 . 4 9 - 2 . 2 3 
i n Eq. (52) 
Pn« 10 0 . 0 . 0* 0 . 
i n Eq. (52) 
Ko/L%«10 - 1 0 . 5 6 - 1 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 1 8 
i n Eq. (52) 
c « i o - 0 . 1 9 - 8 . 3 9 0 . 2 6 - 2 . M 
i n Eq. ( 5 M 
A l l as - 8 . 2 2 3 . 6 6 • 2 . 8 8 7.7<* 
above*10 
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any conditions tested for either soil* The maximum percent 
error encountered with the coefficients multiplied by a 
factor of ten Has about ten percent* This is a qualitative 
measure of the effect of an error in property measurements 
and is seen to have minimal effect on calculated temperature 
and moisture content distributions for the conditions 
indicated* 
It should be noted* however, that the calculated 
moisture content distribution is sensitive to changes in the 
values of the coefficients appearing In the conservation of 
mass equation* Numerical simulations indicate that the 
relative magnitudes of those two coefficients are quite 
important* The Posnov number* the dimension less ratio of 
thermal diffusivity to ill quid diffusivity* is a direct 
measure of the relative magnitudes of the coefficients« 
For the buried cable environment* temperature gradients are 
generally larger than gradients of moisture content, and a 
Posnov number near unity or larger results in net migration 
of moisture away from the cable* 
On the strength of these results the energy equation 
was simplified to the following form 
CC/C >3T* /3Fo = 7 « U X / X > VT*1 
o o 
which is the conduction equation with an effective 
thermal conductivity that depends upon the moisture content 
98 
of the soil* therefore* the energy equation is essentially 
uncoupled from the conservation of mass equation* It should 
be possible* then, to model the heat transfer and moisture 
movement in soil with a numerical scheme which steps forward 
the solutions of the two governing equations alternately* 
Assuming moderate changes in the temperature distribution 
from one time step to the next, the moisture content 
distribution could be determined from a solution of the 
conservation of mass equation and that distribution used to 
calculate the properties needed in the solution of tt\e 
energy equation* 
Since the temperature has been normalized with 
respect to the surface heat transfer rate* a plot of T 
versus In Fo is a straight line and represents a universal 
curve for specified Initial soil conditions in the absence 
of property variations caused oy moisture movement* 
Typical numerical simulations for sand are shown in 
Figure 6* The slope of the straight-line portion of the 
curve is a measure of the thermal resistivity (reciprocal of 
thermal conductivity) of the soiil evaluated at the initial 
conditions* As the soil begins to dry out next to the heat 
source* the curve deviates from this straight line* When 
the soil adjacent to the heat source is completely dry a 
second straight-line portion with a steeper slope is 
achieved* This steeper slope is a measure of the thermal 
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resistivity can be calculated by applying the simple probe 
solution* equation <D-5)« This is discussed further in 
later paragraphs. 
Figure 6 shows that significant drying occurs at 
smaller values of the Fourier number as the surface heat 
transfer rate is increased* The curves of Figure 6 have 
been extrapolated from the point of complete drying at the 
surface of the heat source since the numerical solution 
initially gives unrealistically large temperature increases 
when the numerical scheme for the moving boundary is used. 
The large predictions for temperature are caused either by 
the method used to start the scheme* or by the formulation 
of the boundary conditions at the moving boundary* or by the 
rapid changes in property values in the range of moisture 
contents near 6 . • 
m m 
From the standpoint of drying of the medium* 
examination of the variation in the rate of moisture 
movement at the surface of the heat source reveals some 
distinguishing characteristics. Typical results for the 
sand and sandy silt with different initial moisture contents 
are shown in Figures 7 throjgh 10«, The figures show that 
there is a distinct minimum rate of moisture movement for 
each value of the surface heat transfer rate* The magnitude 
of this minimum value decreases with decreasing surface heat 
transfer rate* but the minimum value occurs at essentially 
the same surface moisture content regardless of the heat 
xinit = 0 
1 q' =0.8 W/cm 
2 q' =0.7125 W 
3 q' =0.6 W/cm 
4 q =0.5 W/cm 
1 1 1 
0.1 0.2 0.3 X c r i t 
Moisture Content, X r- r c 
0.5 
Figure 7. Rate of Moisture Movement at 
Surface for Sandy Silt 
Cable 
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Surface for Sandy Silt 
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Figure 9. Rate of Moisture Movement at Cable 
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1 q '=1.2 W/cm 
2 q*=1.0 W/cm 
3 q '=0.8 W/cm 
4 q '=0.7 W/cm 
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0.1 X c p 1 t 0.3 
Moisture Content, X r s r 
0.4 
Figure 10. Rate of Moisture Movement at Cable 
Surface for Plainfield Sand 
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transfer rate. Furthermore* the value of the moisture 
contentt X c r^» at which the minimum rate of moisture 
movement occurs decreases as the initial moisture content of 
the medium decreases. 
These results are shown more clearly in Figures 11 
through !«•• The variation of X .. with the initial 
en t 
aoisture content* X * is shown in Figure 14* 
i n i t 
Figures 11 and 12 display the value of the Fourier 
number based on the radius of the heat source at which X 
cnt 
occurs for various surface heat transfer rates and initial 
moisture contents* This Fourier number Increases as the 
surface heat transfer rate is decreased* There appears to 
be a limiting value of the surface heat transfer rate for 
each initial moisture content for which the time to reach 
X,.„.•+ becomes very large* This value will be called the 
en t 
critical heat transfer rate, q* .4. , and Is a function of 
cnt 
the initial moisture content for a given soil of specified 
porosity* Figure 13 shows the value of Fo for the sandy 
' c 
silt at which complete drying occurs in the soil adjacent to 
tWe heat source* 
When the surface heat transfer rate is maintained 
above the value for qa .. the rate of moisture movement 
cnt 
continually decreases until < ._,_ is reached* Thereafter* 
cnt 
the rate of moisture movement generally increases 
continuously until the soil adjacent to the source is 
completely dried out» provided that a constant surface heat 
1 1 I I I I I 
1.8 
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transfer rate is maintained* If the surface heat transfer 
rate is maintained below the critical value? q" ..,? the rate 
cnt 
of moisture movement decreases continuously and complete 
drying of the soil is not expected to occur for a very Ioig 
time* 
With these results it appears to be possible to 
predict when significant drying will commence if the surface 
heat transfer rate is specified* Or* alternately? for given 
soil initial conditions one could prescribe the surface heat 
transfer rate? °̂ r-jt* below which the soil will remain 
thermally stable* 
Cable surface temperatures calculated based on the 
moisture content X„ .* would therefore predict conservative 
cnt 
values which would not be exceeded during operation if the 
surface heat transfer rate is maintained below q* . .• 
en t 
The results presented for sand are based upon 
hydraulic and thermal properties of Plainfield sand measured 
by Jury C73J* No experimental verification of the numerical 
simulations for the Plainfield sand was performed* but tie 
trends of the numerical results are meaningful in that they 
closely resemble those of the sandy si lit* Furthermore* some 
preliminary experimental verification for the model 
predictions based on the sandy silt have been made with two 
very different experiments** 
In the first experiment* Bush Il^al used a 1*83 m 
length of heated cable (2«5<* cm outside radius) burled li a 
Ill 
plexlglas tank (.91 m by .91 * by 1.83 m) containing the 
sandy silt* The sandy silt had a dry density of 1*28 gm/cii3 
3 
(80 lb/ft I and an Initial moisture content of about 21 
percent by dry weight (X=#53). Two experiments were 
conducted with this soil* In the first* the surface heat 
transfer rate was maintained at approximately 0.^33 W/cu. 
No difference in moisture content was dlscernable after (*0 0 
hours (Fo * 1000) of operation* Figure 12 Indicates that c 
this heat transfer rate Is well below Q* „•.,. for the 
en t 
prevailing initial moisture content* so that significant 
differences in the surface moisture content should not be 
expected* 
The surface heat transfer rate for the second test 
tl<ta] was selected such that significant moisture movement 
would occur* Therefore* 1*77 W/cm was used and was 
maintained constant for about 20 hours at which time it 
Increased to an average value of 1*95 W/cm* Figure 12 shows 
that for a heat transfer rate of 1*95 w/cm» q" • + is 
en t 
exceeded and Xcri£*0*<f75 (19 percent moisture by dry weight) 
should be reached at a Fourier number of about 95 (37 
hours)* The moisture content near the cable surface 
measured by Bush Cl^al was 19*9 percent by dry weight at 33 
hours and 18*3 percent at 53 hours* The measured moisture 
content distribution Il^a] at the end of 78 hours* when the 
test was terminated* is shown in Figure 15 along with the 
distribution predicted with the numerical model* The 
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Figure 15. Comparison of Predicted and Observed 
Moisture Content Distributions 
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moisture content at the surface agrees well with 
experimental observations but model predictions of moisture 
content further away are higher than observed 
experimentally* 
In a second experimental check of the model* 
Handgraaf t62al measured the thermal conductivity of the 
sandy silt under consideration using the probe method 
t33*d3*92*93]« The results of several tests on the sandy 
silt with a dry density of 1.28 g/cm3 (60 lb/ft3) are shown 
In Figures 16 through 18. Potter inputs to the probe were 
selected such that drying Mould occur* The figures indicate 
the extent of drying and* in fact* drying of the speclien 
Mas visibly evident in each case* The predictions of the 
mathematical model are lower than observed probe 
temperatures in each case« This is due to the fact that the 
thermocouple used in the probe is located not at the probe 
surface but at a location equal to approximately one-half of 
the probe radius* Although moisture content measurements 
Here not made during the period of the test* it is clear 
that the point at which the model predicts deviations from 
the straight-line portion due to moisture content changes 
agrees very well with the experimental curves* As discussed 
previously* such deviations are a measure of the influence 
of moisture movement* These curves also show the secondary 
straight line which ils indicative of the thermal 
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that drying occurs somewhat- sooner than actually observed 
experimentally* 
From a single needle probe test, therefore, it is 
possible to 
(a) Determine the thermal conductivity of the moist 
soil* 
(b) Determine the thermal conductivity of the dry 
soil* 
(c) Oetermine the approximate time for the onset of 
drying adjacent to the surface of the source* and 
(d) Determine when drying is complete in the soil 
adjacent to the source* 
The latter two factors have been discussed, an 
example of the first two is now given* Figure 19 shows 
experimental results of thermal conductivity measurements 
made by Bush tlkal with a needle probe on the sandy silt 
over a wide range of moisture contents* The solid line is a 
fourth-order least-squares curve fit of the experimental 
data* Figure 17 shows the results of independent 
needle-probe measurements on a sample of the sandy silt with 
the same dry density and an initial moisture content of 15.9 
percent by dry weight <X=0*398<»)* For this test the heat 
dissipation rate of the probe was selected such that drying 
of the soil would occur* The thermal conductivity of the 
moist soil from the primary straight-line portion was 
calculated to be 0*01077 w/cm-°C using equation (D-5). 
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Figure 19. Variation of Thermal Conductivity with 
Moisture Content for Sandy Silt 
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complete drying adjacent to the source* the thermal 
conductivity of the dry soil Mas calculated to be 0*00^22 
W/cm-°C* The corresponding values from the least-squares 
fit of the data of Figure 19 are 0.01Q76 W/cra-°C and 0.00^56 
W/cm-°C» respectively. The thermal conductivity of a dry 
sample of this soil is reported by Bush £l<*al to be (W0CU25 
M/cm-°C* 
As a practical application of these results one could 
survey the soil In a proposed cable route using a needle 
probe* By examining the temperature-time response of the 
probe for given heat dissipation rates* the time* t * 
P 
required for the onset of significant drying in the soil 
adjacent to the orobe can be determined* The response of a 
cable buried in the same soil Mith the same heat dissipation 
rates Mould be related to the probe response through the 
Fourier number. That is* sigiificant drying at the cable 
Mould be expected to occur at the time *c
stD*rc/rD*2# where 
the subscripts c and p refer to the cable and probe* 
respectively* 
If q" is fixed by cable design and the thermal 
response of the native soil proved unacceptable* the 
response of the soil at higher densities could oe 
investigated* One could thus determine if proper compaction 
of the bacKflll Mould enhance the thermal response of the 
soil* Otherwise, special backfills or soil additives shojld 
be considered* 
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The nuaerlcal scheme presented in Chapter VII is not 
capable of simulating the effect of surface evaporation or 
Infiltration* daily temperature variations* the influence of 
the presence of a Mater table* or gravity effects. In order 
to study such phenomena the numerical scheme must be 
extended to the two-dimensional, transient formulation* 
Since a constant heat flux was used in all numerical 
simulations* the results apply to actual cyclical load 
operation only in the sense of an average heat flux at a 
load factor of about 100 percent* To determine the 
qualitative effect of a change in load factor* one 
simulation Mas conducted with sandy silt (X. . =.5285* 
mi.t 
Figure 81 at q*=i*8 W/cm initially* When the moisture 
content was within 10 percent of X ., » q* was reduced to 
crit 
i»<*<* W/cm* The rate of moisture movement decreased rapidly 
and thereafter followed approximately the same X curve as if 
the heat flux were initially at 1*44- W/cm* The time to 
reach X . . was 60 percent longer than if q* had tieen 
crit 
maintained at the initial value* Further work must be done* 
however* before any general I conclusions can be made* 
Finally* it should be noted that substantial scatter 
in the data can occur if a very small diameter probe is used 
in a very porous (low density) soil* At high porosities the 
air spaces between the soil particles can approach the same 
size as the diameter of tt\e probe* and use of a larger prooe 




This analytical study of the heat transfer and 
moisture movement in the soil surrounding a cylindrical heat 
source has shown that! 
(1) The coupled equations used to describe the 
temperature and moisture content distributions in the soil 
can be simplified somewhat by determining the influence of 
the dimension!ess coefficients* The conduction equation 
with moisture-dependent thermal conductivity Is adequate to 
determine the temperature distribution. 
(2) The drying of the soil adjacent to the heat 
source occurs in two distinct stages* During the first 
stage the rate of moisture movement decreases* This 
decrease continues until a voisture content* X ..* is 
en t 
reached after which the rate generally Increases until 
coaplete drying of ihe soil adjacent to the heat source has 
occurred* 
13) The value of the moisture content X„ .. is 
cnt 
essentially indeoendent of the surface heat transfer rate* 
and is a function of the liitial moisture content of the 
soil for a given porosity* The magnitude of Xcrl-t decreases 
as the initial moisture content decreases* 
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f<f> The attainment of X . _,_ and the point of drying 
cnt 
out predicted by the numerical) model agree favorably Mith 
preliminary experimental observations for one soil* 
(5) For a given soil (specified porosity and initial 
moisture content) the model indicates that there is a 
surface heat transfer rate Delow which significant drying 
Mill be delayed considerably* possibly indefinitely* If the 
surface heat transfer rate Is sufficiently high a 
needle-probe test of a soil sample can provide information 
concerning the thermal conductivity of the moist soil* the 
thermal conductivity of the dry soil, the onset of drying at 
the surface of the probe* and the time when drying at the 
surface of the probe is complete* From this information* it 
should be possible to predict the behavior of the same soil 
in the vicinity of a larger buried source* The 
corresponding times* being related through the Fourier 
number* are in Inverse proportion to the square of the 
diameters* Thus the needle-probe test could also be a test 
for the thermal stability of the soil* 
(6) Accurate descriptions of the thermal and 
hydraulic properties of the soil over the entire range of 




The temperature and moisture content distributions in 
the soil surrounding a buried heat source can be predicted 
Nith the model if a complete set of property measuremeits 
are available for the soil of interest* The predictions of 
the attainment of X .. could be used to select the liiit 
en t 
for the surface heat transfer rate or to select the proper 
density and moisture content to be used nith cable backfill 
materials* 
Before this can be done* however* the results of this 
study should be extended to include the effect of the 
porosity Cor dry density)* Further efforts might also 
include determination of the effect of surface phenomena* or 
the presence of a water table* With further experimental 
verification of the predictions* the simplest and most 
economical method of providing a profile of the thermal 
stability of a soil may be with a comprehensive program of 
needle-probe tests. The effort involved with such tests is 
much I ess than would be expended in developing the thermal 
and hydraulic properties needed for the analytical model* 
Even though the probe tests do not lend themselves to 
determination of detailed tenperature and moisture content 
V " • • 
J 
distributionst they do appear to be able to provide 
essential information* i.e. the time required for 
significant drying to occjrf as well as the time required 
i 
' i • 
f for complete drying. Accurate prediction of those tines for 
a cable-soli system whose initial and operating conditions 
i'-
!! are known is* after a l l . the objective as far as therual 
ir 
stability is concerned* Tests should also be conducted with 
!_, 
cyclically varying surface heat transfer rates in order to 
ih simulate actual cable operating conditions* Finally, the 
i influence of soil additives and special backfills should be 
i " 
\ studied using the same procedures. 
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APPENDIX A 
CORRELATION OF MOISTURE RETENTION DATA 
The soil moisture characteristic shown in Figure A-l 
displays several traits which are common to most soilsi 
(a) ¥ -* •• as S •*- 0 
Cb) ¥+0 as Se -*• 1 
(cl A region of relatively constant slope at 
intermediate values of the effective saturation 
Se* <S-Sr!/(1-Sr)» where Sr is called the residual 
saturation t!3J« The residual saturation is that value of S 
at which effectively goes to infinitity. 
One function which is able to reproduce this typical 
shape* and which is proposed for the correlation of moisture 
retention data* is 
•f = aSb<l«S )cCCothlirS U d (A-i) 
e e e 
The first step necessary in the correlation procedure 
used to determine the constants a*b*c«d« and S is to plot 
r 
¥<S) from moisture retention data as shown in Figure A-l* 
From this curve* estimate the value of S at which 
approaches a vertical asyvptote* This value of S is the 

















Figure A-l. Typical Soil Moisture Characteristic Curve 
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this step requires a visual estimate of S 9 the actual value 
r 
of S is not critical to the procedure. An approximate 
r 
value is all that is necessary)* This first step is 
identical to that used b^ Brooks and Corey £133. 
Next* with SM thus determined* calculate the 
r 
effective saturation values. The (Y*S ) data pairs thus 
obtained are used in a least-squares curve fit. 
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APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY 
The modified Mi 11Ington-Quirk method 170 J of 
calculating hydraulic conductivity from soil mosltare 
retention data Mas selected for use in this study* 
The general equation used to calculate the hydraulic 
conductivity is C5i,57,7(n 
n 
K(9), = (K /K IC30Y 2e P/(pgnn 2) ll t (2j*l-2i)hT2 J- CB-1) 
1 S SC j-i J 
for 1=1•2t«««*n 
Mhere 
KC9I. Is the calculated hydraulic conductivity 
(cm/tain) for a specified moisture content 9.f 
l 
1 denotes the last moisture content class on the Met 
••» 
end, for example 1=1 Identifies the pore class 
corresponding to the moisture content at saturation* 
and i=n identifies the pore class corresponding to the 
lowest moisture content for which hydraulic 
conductivity is calculated C513. 
K /K is the matching factor (ratio of measured 
s sc 
hydraulic conductivity at saturation to calculated 
hydraulic conductivity at saturation)$ 
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Y, P and n are the surface tension* density and 
viscosity* respectively, of water, 
e is the porosity of the soil, and 
h is the soil moisture potential* 
In the Mil Iington-Quirk method p=<f/3 and n is the 
number of pore classes between 9=0 and saturation* The 
2 2 
constant term 30y /pgn has a value of i«88*f cm-mb /min at 
Z7°Q. When h is given in units of millibars, then KCB). has 
units of cm/min. 
The computer program used to calculated K(9) values 
is a slightly modified form of the one used by Reisenaur 
11193. 
The values of K(9) calculated using the modified 
Nil Iington-Quirk method were used* together with (y9d) data 
to fit the hydraulic conductivity curve to the form 
K «"K /CCf/alb*13 (8-21 
proposed by Gardner 150!• 
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APPENDIX C 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MOIST SOIL 
The thermal conductivity of the moist soil, x*« can 
be calculated from the Van Rooyen formula £l*f5] 
1/A* = ioA-Bm «. s c-cm/w CC-1) 
Mhere m is the moisture content as a fraction of the voids 
filled Mith water, B and S are linear functions of the 
density of the dry soil* P * and A is a quadric function of 
o 
V 
The quantity m is related to the volumetric moisture 
content* 8* and the porosity* e» toy 
m s 9/e (C-21 
The dry density can k̂e calculated from the porosity 
and the density of the solid material* p -..* using tie 
solid 
relation 
P = (l*e)-p ... 0 solid 
For example* the dry density of sand Mhose solid 
3 component is quartz (p _. =2*66 g/cm ) is 
sol id 
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P0 « 2.66Cl-e) g/cir 
The quantity S is related to the dry density* p * by 
s * Sj • S 2PO 
Hhere Sx and S2 are functions of the type of material* For 
sand S2"^7«5 and SJS113.3* 
The quantity B is calculated from 
8 * » r - »2p0 
where b2 and t>2 are functions of the soil composition and 
granuloraetry* Van Rooyen found that b2=5*5 for alt soils 
tested and b1 is about 1S-2Q for sand* 
The quanity A is calculated from 
A = a1*a2p0*a3p0
2 
Van Rooyen found that a2=Q 3nd a3=-Q*Mi for all materials 
tested* For sand, the value of a1 is about 3*6* 
Therefore* the thermal conductivity of a sand can be 
calculated as (using b =18*71) a function of moisture 
content and porosity using 
l/X, = 10{3-6--1,1,Po-s(18-71-5-5Po)/
e}*U3.3-«,7.5p 
w . 0 
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nhere p .=2.66<i-e) for sand* 0 
To account for the variation of Si*s2» a2 and bj with 
different materials and soils* additional parameters used 
are the percent quartz* q* percent clay* c» and the surface 
area per unit volume of material larger than clay size* r. 
Thus for soils other than sand the following 
relations applyi 
(a) For quartz pecentage q > 75% 
S2s-<*7.5* and S^OQ-O.^q 
For quartz percentage 2OX < q < 752 
S2* 2q-200, and S1=^35»^*07q 
lb) ajSlBr""'9 •3„<*.10~* °° 8 c 




The exact solution for the problem Involving a 
cylindrical heat source embedded in an infinite medijm 
having constant thermal properties is given by Ingersoll* et 
al 1663 as 
2 
T-T1 = AT == (q
,/ETrXl*/a,(e-0 /0)d0 C0-1> 
x 
_____ l& o 
*here x=r//5o> = L/2Z , L = r/R', Z ~ t/Rr t and R' is some 
characteristic dimension,. 
2 
I f we l e t u = 3 then di i /u = 2d0/0 and 
XAT/q' * ( i / 2 T r l / a , C e " U / 2 u l du = E fx 2 l /«nr «0-2> 
2 
Hhere E 1 ( x ) i s the exponent ia l i n t e g r a l * 
For va lues of 0<x$l«. Abramowitz and Stegun CI] g i v e 
the f o l l o w i n g s e r i e s expansion f o r E 2 ( x ) t 
EjCx) • i n x s a 0 + a 1 x * a 2 x
2 * a 3 x
3 * a l f x
l * * a 5 x
5 * e (x) ( 0 - 3 1 
| e ( x ) | < 2 « J l 0 ' 7 
xhsre a = -(U57721566 33 s •0»055i9968 
13<» 
3 i a *0 •99999193 a^ * -<UQa976QQ<f 
a 2 « -0*2%991055 a5 * •(U0Q1Q7857 
For va lues of x > i * the s e r i e s expansion I s £13 
x 2 ' • 2 
eA x Ex <xJ s Cx • a 1 x * a 2 J / < x • b 1 x * b 2 > + e ( x ) 
| e C x ) | < 5 « 1 0 " 5 
where a1 * *2*>33«>733 bx * «-3«330657 
a 2 * • D * 2 5 0 6 2 i b2 = +1 .681534 
Equat ion ( 0 - 2 ) may be w r i t t e n I n terms of the 
v a r i a b l e s which appear i n Chapter V I by making t h e f o l l o w i n g 
d e f i n i t i o n s * 
2 
For <• .Z*0t/R * let R»r. . the "unaffected" radius*. 
Then i n f 
I=Cat/r2)(o /a ) = a*Fo 
* o o 
Then L = r / R ' s r / r =Rf and L
2 M Z « R 2 / ( i K x * F o l « 
00 
Since T = 2irA0AT/q'equation (CI-2J becomes 
T - t\f\Q)E iL
Z/kI} = C1/2B)E1 lL2/^fZ) (0-k) 
Equation (0-^) represents the solution for the 
constant property problem* In the actual case* property 
variations occur as the temperature and moisture content of 
135 
the medium change* However* if the properties of the medium 
are evaluated at the initial moisture content and initial 
temperature* and used in equation <D-<*> the results can be 
compared to those of the variable property case to determine 
the relative importance of property variations* 
For nearly all conditions of practical Interest for 
the buried cable problem* the parameter x^r/Ao? is less 
than unity* Furthermore* the author has found that using 
only two terms of equation (0-3) gives sufficient accuracy 
for most calculations* Therefore* equation (D~<t) may be 
approximated by 
T* * CI/2B)HnUa*Fo/R2J - 0.57721 (0-5) 
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APPENDIX E 
PROPERTY DATA CURVE FITS 
Property data fo~ water taken from the sources 
indicated were curve fitted using the least-squares method 
for use in the computer program* 
(a) Surface tension of water [70a] 
<J« 72Exp(0,796**9*f-(UQC2657n dynes/cm for 273K<T<373< 
Nhere the temperature coefficient of the surface tension is 
Y=(l/0)d0/dT=-O,QO2657 K"1 
(b) Density of saturated water vapor £75a] 
ps= ExpCi2«<f30038-*f834.i2l7<*/n kg/ra
3 for 273K<T<373< 
(c) Heat of vaporizat ion of water £75aJ 
h21=289678i*«15-712«526093T-2.28578216T
2 J/kg for 273K<T<373K 
(d) Viscosity of water C70a] 
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y= 5 .5869309 X 1 0 " 2 * E x p C - l . 210315^ x i O ' ^ T 2 • 0.132229<»8T 
• 7 .3816066 x 1 0 3 / T 3 c e n t i p o i s e f o r 273K<T<373K 
(e ) S a t u r a t i o n pressure f o r water 175a) 
P s -*»38.<*698^9 • * f .69673651T-0 .0202296871T 2 
S 
• <*• 38335^72 x ' l 0 " 5 . T 3 - <».78239171* x l O " 8 ! * * 
• 2 .10382906 x 1 0 " H T 5 p s i a for T i n °R 
APPENQIX F 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
general coefficients 
volumetric air content•cmVcm 
general coefficients 
volumetric heat capacity* cal/cm *°C 
specific heat* cal/g 
diffusion coefficient of water vaporin air*cm /s 
thermal moisture dlffusivity* cm /s-°C 
Isothermal moisture diffusivity*cra2/s 
rate of evaporation* s" 
2 2 
Fourier number* dimensionless; Fo-a t/r * Fo so t/r 
O oo C 0 C 
pore geometry factor* dimensionless 
acceleration of gravity* cm /s2 
relative humidity* dimensionless 
enthalpy(with subscript)* cal/g 
3 
rate of conversion, g/cra-s 
mass flux* g/cra-s 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity* cm/s 
Kossovlch number* dimensionless 
Lewis numbers* dimensionless 
molecular weight* g/gnol 
number of finite difference nodes* dimensionless 
P absolute pressure* ati 
2 P (sAFo/AR ), dimensionless 
Pn Posnov number* dimensionless 
Q Csq*/2TrXo)f °C 
q" heat transfer rate per unit length* w/cm 
2 
q" heat flux* cal/cm-s 
R u n i v e r s a l gas constant * c a l / g m o l - K 
R (sr/r, ^) radial position* dimensionless 
1nf 
r radial position* cm 
S (se/e>» saturation* dimensionless 
T absolute temperature* < 
T* temperature* dimensionless 
t time* s 
3 
U internal energy per unit volume* cal/cm 
u specific internal energy* caf/g 
3 
V volume* cm or velocity cro/s 
H differential heat of Netting* cal/g 
X moisture content* dimensionless 
z vertical coordinate* positive upward* cm 
Greek Symbols 




Y temperature coefficient of surface tension* 
6 unnamed parameter* dimensionless 
3 3 
e porosity* cm /cm 
C tenperature gradient factor, dlmenslonless 
ri unnamed parameter* dliensionl ess 
3 3 
6 volumetric moisture content* cm /cm 
A thermal conduct!vity* cal/cm-s-°C 
y viscosity, centlpoise 
v C«P/C(P-PiI+PiMi/M33>t dlmenslonl ess. 
£ unnamed parametert dimension I ess 
p density* g/cm3 
a surface tension, dynes/cm 
* total soil moisture potential, cm 
Y soil moisture potential, cm 
V del operator* 1/ct-
7 del operator, dlmensionless 
Subscripts 
ato atmospheric 
b bubbling pressure 
c cable 
e effective 
front moving boundary location 
g gravitational 
1 species 
s0 soil In dry state 
=1 water vapor 
=2 liquid water 
=3 air 




init initial value 
K denotes value of moisfjre content below which 
liquid continuity is not maintained 
I liquid 
n matrlc* moisture* or minerals 
o osmotic* organic* or reference state 
p pneumatic 






* excluding vapor movement 
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